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Filed October S, 1971
AMENDED MOTION FOR JUDGMENT

Now comes the Plaintiff, by counsel, and respectfully represents as
follows:
Count 1-Negligence-Vulcan Materials Company
1. That on November 6, 1968, the Plaintiff was employed by W. A.
Campbell as a truck driver.

2. That on said date and before, the Defendant, Vulcan Materials
Company had engaged W. A. Campbell as an independent contractor
to deliver stone to its customers.
3. That on said date, while so employed, the Plaintiff was a business
invitee of said Defendant in that he was driving a truck owned by W. A.
Campbell on property occupied by the Defendant Vulcan Materials
Company in Fairfax County, Virginia, occupied by said Defendant under a license or permit for profit granted by the Defendant District of
Columbia, said property with other adjoining property being commonly
known as the Occoquan Quarries.
4. That the license or permit agreement between the Defendants
has been previously filed in these proceedings.
5. That at said time and place Defendant Vulcan Materials Company was under a duty to use reasonable care for the safety of the Plaintiff and others on said property by invitation and, notwithstanding said
duty, the Defendant Vulcan Materials Company, by its agents, servants
and employees, had negligently erected, installed and permitted to remain a certain 1-beam on the route being driven by the Plaintiff and
others.
6. That as a direct result of the negligence of the Defendant Vulcan
Materials Company, by its agents, servants and employees, the truck
driven by Plaintiff, after the truck bed was raised, was caught on the
1-beam while passing under it, causing the truck to come to a sudden
stop, to be thrown upward and then to the ground.
7. That the Defendant Vulcan Materials Company was also negligent in that it, by its agents, servants and employees, knew that it was
likely that truck drivers would on occasion not bring the truck beds down
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jn time, that such a collision was likely to occur in the future with a
high probability of serious bodily harm to the Plaintiff and others but
nevertheless allowed the dangerous condition of the I -beam to remain
and failed to give adequate warning of the dangerous and unsafe condition.
8. That as a direct result of the collision and sudden jarring, the
Plaintiff suffered serious, severe and permanent injuries, including a
fracture dislocation of the dorsal spine causing paralysis which at the
present time is causing a substantial loss of use of the right leg and almost
complete loss of use of the left leg and causes the Plaintiff to have no control over urination or bowel movements. Plaintiff has lost wages and will
in the future continue to lose wages, has incurred great sums for medical
expenses, and will in the future continue to incur medical expenses, has
suffered and will in the future continue to suffer with pain, suffering, disability and mental anguish.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff moves the Court for judgment against
Defendant Vulcan Materials Company in the sum of $500,000.00 plus
interest and costs incidental to these proceedings.
Count II
Culpable Negligence-Wanton Conduct-Vulcan Materials Company
1. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs
1 through 8 of Count I.
9. The said conduct of Defendant Vulcan Materials Company, by
its agents, servants and employees, constituted culpable negligence and
wanton conduct. Said Defendant had complete knowledge of a situation
·which required the exercise of ordinary care and diligence to avoid
injury to others, had the ability to avoid the type of injury by the use
of such ordinary care and diligence and its failure to do so when it was
apparent that the result would be highly probable to prove disastrous
to its business invitees such as the Plaintiff demonstrated reckless and/or
conscious indifference to Plaintiff's safety.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff moves the Court for judgment against
Defendant Vulcan Materials Company in the sum of $500,000.00 plus
interest and costs incidental to these proceedings.
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Count III
Negligence-District of Columbia
1. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs
1, 2 and 4 of Count I.

2. That on said date, while so employed, the Plaintiff was a business
invitee of said Defendant in that he was driving a truck on property
owned by Defendant District of Columbia in Fairfax County, Virginia
for which property the said Defendant had granted a license or permit
for profit to Defendant Vulcan Materials Company, said property with
other adjoining property being commonly kno·wn as the Occoquan
Quarries.
3. That at said time and place the Defendant District of Columbia
was under a duty to use reasonable care for the safety of the Plaintiff
and others on said property by invitation and notwithstanding said duty,
the Defendant, by its agents, servants and employees, had negligently
permitted to be erected and allowed to remain a certain I-beam on the
route being driven by the Plaintiff and others.
4. That the Defendant District of Columbia retained control of
the said property under the said permit agreement and had the same
duty as Defendant Vulcan Materials Company to the Plaintiff and other
business invitees on the property and as a direct result of the negligence
of the Defendant District of Columbia, by its agents, servants and employees, the truck driven by Plaintiff, after the truck bed was raised, was
caught on the I-beam while passing under it, causing the truck to come
to a sudden stop, thrown upwards and then to the ground.
5. That the Defendant District of Columbia was also negligent in
that it, by its agents, servants and employees, knew or should have known
that it was likely that truck drivers would on occasions not bring the
truck beds down in time, that such a collision was likely to occur in the
future with a high probability of serious bodily harm to the Plaintiff and
others but nevertheless allowed the dangerous condition of the I -beam to
remain and failed to give adequate warning of the dangerous and unsafe
condition.
6. The Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraph 8 in Count I.
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WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff moves the Court for judgment against
both Defendants, jointly and severally, in the sum of $500,000.00 plus
interest and costs incidental to these proceedings.
Count IV
Culpable Negligence-Wanton ConductDefendant District of Columbia
1. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs

1 through 6 of Count III.
2. The conduct of Defendant District of Columbia, by its agents,
servants and employees, constituted culpable negligence and wanton
conduct. Said Defendant had complete knowledge of a situation which
required the exercise of ordinary care and diligence to avoid injury to
others, had the ability to avoid the type of injury by the use of such
ordinary care and diligence and its failure to do so when it was apparent
that the result would be highly probable to prove disastrous to its business invitees such as the Plaintiff demonstrated reckless and/or conscious
indifference to Plaintiff's safety.
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff moves the Court for judgrnent against
both Defendants, jointly and severally, in the sum of $500,000.00 plus
interest and costs incidental to these proceedings.

*

*

*

PERMIT AGREEMENJ'

This agreement made and entered into in this 11th day of December 1964, by and between the VULCAN MATERIALS COl\IIPANY
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New
Jersey and trading as W. E. GRAHAM AND SONS DIVISION OF
VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY hereinafter called "Permittee"
and the DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, a municipal corporation hereinafter called the "District."
WITNESSETH:
Whereas, Permittee has requested permission from the District to
occupy and use certain land, at Lorton, Virginia, belonging to the Dis-
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trict and assigned to the Department of Corrections, D. C., for the
stockpiling of crushed stone on a yea·r to year basis) and;
Whereas, Permittee does agree to convey to the District during the
term of this agreement in lieu of monetary rental payments, one thousand ( 1,000) tons per year in manufactured stone products of the District's choice subject to conditions hereinafter contained;
Now Therefore, in consideration of the conveyances, covenants,
conditions and agreements herein contained, and on the part of the
Permittee to be conveyed, kept, observed and performed the District
does hereby permit Permittee to:
(a) Occupy and use approximately four ( 4) acres of land belonging to the District at Lorton, Virginia as outlined in the color red on the
plat attached hereto and made a part hereof, the said approximate four
(4) acres to be particularly identified by stakes placed by Permittee, and
to store thereon crushed stone and other similar materials produced by
Permittee in the course of his business;
(b) To use and pass over any private road under the control of the
District which will provide ingress and egress between the said four acre
plot and any public highway, and to pass and re-pass over same so often
as may be necessary in connection with Permittee's operations upon the
said four acre plot; subject to the following conditions:
1. The rights given by this permit may be exercised only by duly
authorized officers, agents, employees, contractors and sub-contractors of
Permittee.
2. Permittee and all persons under its control and in its employ
(whether as contractor, sub-contractor or otherwise) shall cooperate
and comply with all rules and regulations of the Department of Corrections, D. C., and all requests and directions of officers of said department
insofar as such rules, regulations, requests or directions relate to the use
and occupancy of any lands under the control of the Department of
Corrections, D. C., including the land which Permittee is herein authorized to use and occupy; and in accordance with such arrangements
as may be mutually agreed upon between representatives of the Permittee and of the Department of Corrections, officers and employees of
the Department of Corrections may, in the discharge of their official
duties, enter upon any and all parts of the land which Permittee is herein
authorized to use and occupy.
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3. The permission herein granted shall not vest in Permittee any
interest whatsoever in the land herein mentioned, and may not be
assigned or transferred by Permittee.
4. Permittee shall, within twelve ( 12) months, after receipt of
written notice from the District so to do, have removed any and all of
Permittee's stock, property, materials and equipment from the said four
acre plot.
5. Permittee shall, at all times, keep the land occupied by him in a
safe and orderly condition and shall conduct its operations on the said
land in such a manner as not to damage District or other property, or
to injure any person thereon, and should damage occur as a result of
the operations of Permittee, the property so damaged shall be restored
by Permittee to the satisfaction of the District, its servants or agents.
6. Permittee shall convey to the District, as compensation for his
use of the aforesaid four (4) acre plot of land, the District's choice of
stone products manufactured by Permittee, in the amount of ONE
THOUSAND TONS ( 1,000 TONS) per year on a three year cumulative basis, to be delivered Free On Board (F.O.B.) at Permittee's place of
business at such time as the District may request.
7. Permittee shall not erect or construct any permanent structure
or operation of any kind on the land of the District.
8. There shall be no liability or responsibility whatever on the part
of the District in connection with the conduct and operation of Permittee's business upon said premises, or for any accident or injury
happening or occurring in or about said premises, and Lessee will indemnify and save harmless the District from any and all claims arising
therefrom or in connection therewith.
9. Permittee shall, at Permittees own cost and expense, provide and
maintain for the term of this permit, public liability and property
damage insurance naming the District of Columbia as the sole insured
and covering the entire demised premises with not less than the following maximum limits of liability:
10. Public Liability Insurance for bodily injuries or death sustained
by one person, $100,000 with a total limit or liability for bodily injuries
or death sustained by more than one person in any one accident,
$300,000.
Property Damage Insurance for any one accident, $25,000.
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11. The written acceptance by Permittee of the terms and conditions of this permit shall constitute an express covenant by Permittee to
carry out and comply with each and all of the foregoing conditions.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, on the day and year first above
written, the Vulcan Materials Company Incorporated T I A W. E.
Graham and Sons Division of Vulcan Materials Company has caused
this agreement to be signed in its corporate name by its proper officers
thereunto duly authorized and its corporate seal to be hereunto affixed,
and does hereby constitute and appoint Lewis S. Graham its true and
lawful attorney-in-fact, for it and in its name to acknowledge and deliver this agreement as its act and deed.
The Commissioners of the District of Columbia, appointed under
an Act of Congress entitled "An Act Providing a Permanent Form of
Government for the District of Columbia, approved June 11, 1878,
having first considered and approved the foregoing document, sitting
as a Board, have directed the execution thereof in the name of the District of Columbia, by their Secretary, who has hereunto set his hand
and affixed the seal of the District of Columbia hereto under authority
of the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to relieve the Commissioners of
the District of Columbia of certain ministerial duties" approved Feb·
ruary 11, 1932.

* *

*

ADDENDUM TO PERMIT AGREEMENT
March 21, 1969

Under Permit Agreement entered into the 11th day of December
1964 by and between Vulcan Materials Company, W. E. Graham and
Sons Division a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the
state of New Jersey hereinafter called "Permittee" and the District of
Columbia, a municipal corporation hereinafter called the "District".
Paragraph (a) allows "Permittee" to store crushed stone and other
similar materials produced by permittee on this four (4) acre tract.
Permittee request permission from the District to be allowed to move in,
set up and operate a portable crushing plant on this property. This
operation to be for a period of approximately thirty-six ( 36) months, at
which time this plant will be removed from the property.
Under this Permit Agreement, Vulcan agreed to convey to the
District, in lieu of monetary rental, one thousand ( 1,000) tons per year
in manufactured stone products of the District's choice.
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Now Therefore, in consideration of this addendum, Vulcan agrees
to convey to the Distict an additional seven hundred and fifty (750) tons
per year in manufactured stone products of the District's choice beginning April 1st 1969 anc. continuing until the portable plant is removed, at which time the rental will revert to the original one thousand
{1,000) tons per year. The additional rental to be prorated on the
monthly basis for any period of less than twelve ( 12) months.
This addendum in no vray alters any part of the Permit Agreement
of December 11, 1964 and all conditions remain in effect.
IN TESTIMONY WlfEREOF, on the day and year first above
written, the Vulcan Materials Company-Mideast Division has caused
this addendum to be signed in its name by its proper officers thereunto
duly authorized and its corporate seal to be hereunto affixed, and does
hereby constitute and app<•int Lewis S. Graham its true and lawful
attorney-in-fact, for it and jn its name to acknowledge and deliver this
addendum as its act and deed.
The Commissioners of the District of Columbia, appointed under
an Act of Congress entitled "An Act Providing a Permanent Form of
Government for the District of Columbia" approved June 11, 1878,
having first considered and approved the foregoing document, sitting
as a Board, have directed the execution thereof in the name of the District of Columbia, by their Secretary, who has hereunto set his hand and
affixed the seal of the District of Columbia hereto under authority of the
Act of Congress entitled "An Act to Relieve the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia of certain ministerial Duties" approved February
11, 1932.

*

*

*

AFFIDAVIT OF COMPLIANCE

I, Louise Jonas, Acting- do hereby certify that amended notice of
motion for judgment in the: case pending in the Circuit Court of the
County of Fairfax, Virginia under the style of Lonnie Coleman v.
Vulcan Materials Company, a New Jersey corporation, et al. was served
on me as statutory agent for The District of Columbia by the Sheriff of
Richmond City in accordan :e with Section 8-81.3 of the Code of Virginia and that copy of am·~nded notice of motion for judgment was
forwarded by certified mail return receipt requested to the defendant at:
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c/o Mayor-Commissioner Walter E. Washington, 14th & E Streets,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004.

/sf Louise Jonas
Acting Secretary of the Commonwealth

*

*

*

MOTION
Filed October 6, 1970

The District of Columbia, by counsel, enters a special appearance in
this cause. The purpose of its appearance is to move this Honorable
Court to quash service of process and to dismiss on the following
grounds:

I.
The Secretary of State of the Commonwealth of Virginia had no
authority to receive process on behalf of the District of Columbia.

Pursuant to Section 8-81.3 of the Code of Virginia, the Acting
Secretary of the Commonwealth undertook to act as statutory agent for
the District of Columbia. The District of Columbia, a municipal corporation, is a creature of the Congress of the United States. In this
connection, the Congress has not authorized service of process on the
Federal City to be accomplished in this manner. It has specifically provided for service of process in accordance with the Act of June 20, 1874,
18 Stat. 117, ch. 337, §2 [Section 1-901, D.C. Code, 1967 ed.]. This limitation was specifically recognized in O'Toole, et al. v. United States,
et al., 106 F. Supp. 804, at pp 808-809.
In the O'Toole case, supra, the Federal Court specifically held that
the Secretary of State of Delaware, who had been served with a copy
of the complaint and summons under a non-resident motor vehicle user
statute, did not give the District Court of Delaware jurisdiction over the
municipal corporation of the District of Columbia.
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not provide for bringing
a municipal corporation within the jurisdiction of a federal court sitting
in a state other than the state of which it is a creature. If a contrary
ruling were applied, Fairfax County or the City of Fairfax could be
asked to respond to any action instituted against it in any Federal Dis-
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trict Court in the United Stc.tes. If such a result would be unpalatable to
these political sub-divisions of the Commonwealth of Virginia, it is
believed that it would be ev ~n more difficult for them to respond if suit
were instituted against then:. in the District of Columbia Court of General Sessions in Washingtor., D.C. Likewise, the District of Columbia
deems it inappropriate for the County of Fairfax to bring before its
Courts the District of Columbia, or any other city or political subdivision not a part of the Cor:1monwealth of Virginia.
In Marvine Markham u. City of Newport News, 184 F. Supp. 659,
and in O'Toole, supra, it wa.s recognized as a general rule that proper
venue for suits against a municipal corporation lies in the district of said
corporation's situs as such an action is inherently local and, absent
statute, must be brought where the municipality is situated. This enunciated principal was not dist1rbed when Mark ham, supra, was reversed
on appeal on the ground that a state has no power to enlarge or restrict
the jurisdiction of a federal court, 292 F. 2d 711.
II.
Plaintiff has jailer.~ to give statutory notice of claim.

The Congress of the United States, by Act of December 23, 1963,
77 Stat. 511, Pub. L. 88-241, § 1, eff. Jan. 1, 1964 [Section 12-309, D.C.
Code, 1967 ed.] provided that:
"An action may not be maintained against the District of
Columbia for unliquidated damages to person or property unless,
within six months after the injury or damage was sustained, the
claimant, his agent, or attorney has given notice in writing to the
Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia of the approximate time, place, cause, and circumstances of the injury or damage.
* **"
Niether the plaintiff nol' anyone on his behalf has satisfied the requirements of this Act of Congress. Indeed, it is believed that counsel for
plaintiff will concede that nc effort has been made to comply with this
provision of law.
Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that the
motion to quash service of process should be granted and plaintiff's
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Amended Motion for Judgment, insofar as it relates to the District of
Columbia, should be dismissed.

*

*

*

LEITER OF JUDGE KEirn
Dated November 12, 1970

Gentlemen:
I have now had an opportunity to read and consider the cases cited
in your arguments on Friday, October 30, 1970. It is my conclusion
that the motion to quash service of process filed by the District of Columbia should be denied, because I am of the opinion that the Virginia
"Long-Arm" Statute does apply and the service thus obtained is valid
in this case.
Mr. Cerick can prepare an order to this effect. The order should
give Mr. Ruck 21 days to file such further pleadings as he be advised.
Very truly yours,
/s/ James Keith
ORDER
Entered November 23, 1970

This cause came on to be heard upon the motion to quash filed by
the District of Columbia, the memorandum in opposition to the motion
to quash filed by plaintiff and upon arguments of counsel on October
30, 1970;
And it appearing to the Court that the motion to quash service of
process filed by the District of Columbia should be denied, it is hereby
Ordered, adjudged and decreed that the motion to quash service
of process filed by the District of Columbia is, and it is hereby, denied;
and it is further
Ordered, adjudged and decreed that the defendant District of
Columbia is, and it is hereby, granted twenty-one (21) days from the
entry of this order to file responsive pleadings.
And this cause is continued.

*

*

*
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MOTION
.Filed January S, 1971

The District of Columbia, appearing specially for purposes of this
motion, through counsel moves this Court to reconsider the order denying the motion of the Dist:~ict of Columbia to quash service or in the
alternative to dismiss. The .District of Columbia, preserving its right to
contest service of process, further moves this Court to dismiss the
amended motion for judgment filed against it herein on the ground that
any suit against the owner of the property described in the aforesaid
amended motion for judgnLent may only lie in a court of the United
States, title to such propert:1 being in the name of the United States of
America.
Argument
The District of Columbia does not dispute that it has the beneficial
use of the property in question; however, title to said property is in the
United States of America, having been acquired by the United States
by condemnation in 1910 ::n the United States Circuit Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia.
The property in question is part of a tract owned in 1910 by Julia F.
(Mrs. J. A.) Selecman. See Exhibits "A" and "B" attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference. On March 17, 1910, an order of
condemnation was filed estaJlishing the worth of the Selecman tract and
other tracts. See Liber F-:', p. 212 of the Land Records of Fairfax
County, Virginia. On March 19, 1910, said condemnation was reduced
to judgment vesting title in the United States of America by order of
Judge Edmund Waddill, Jr., Circuit Judge. Title to the land in question
still remains in the United States of America as part of the Federal
reservation kno·wn as the Lorton Reformatory and Work House. See certification of the tax assessor of Fairfax County, Virginia attached hereto
as Exhibit "C".
As title OV\rner to the property in question the United States is a
necessary party for the just resolution of the issues posited by the
amended motion for judgment. The United States is not amenable to
suit in the Circuit Court fot Fairfax County, and hence, such suit must
lie in a court of the United States.
If plaintiff disputes the evidence herein presented as to the ownership in question, a question of the title of land is presented which must
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be resolved in a court of the United States. Leiter Minerals, Inc. v.
United States, 224 F. 2d 381 (5th Cir. 1955), modified, 352 U.S. 220,
rehearing denied, 352 U.S. 1019.
Exclusive jurisdiction over the property in question was ceded by
Virginia to the United States by operation of the law then in effect in
Virginia. Chapter 482 of the Act of the Virginia Assembly, 1901-02,
approved April 2, 1902, provides:
1. Be it enacted by the general assembly of Virginia, That the consent of the State of Virginia is hereby given, in accordance with the
seventeenth clause, eighth section, of the first article of the constitution of the United States, to the acquisition by the United States,
by purchase, condemnation, or otherwise, of any land in this State
required for sites for custom houses, courthouses, post offices, arsenals, or other public buildings whatever, or for any other purposes
of the government. [emphasis added]
"2. That exclusive jurisdiction in and over any land so acquired
by the United States shall be, and the same is hereby, ceded to the
United States for all purposes except the service upon such sites of
all civil and criminal process of the courts of this State; but the
jurisdiction so ceded shall continue no longer than the said United
States shall own such lands. [emphasis added]
"3. The jurisdiction ceded shall not vest until the United States
shall have acquired the title to said lands by purchase, condemnation, or otherwise; and so long as the said lands shall remain the
property of the United States when acquired as aforesaid, and no
longer, the same shall be and continue exempt and exonerated from
all State, county, and municipal taxation, assessment, or other
charges which may be levied or imposed under the authority of this
State.
"4. This Act shall take effect and be in force from and after its
passage."
Right of jurisdiction over the property in question became fixed as
of the date of condemnation and cannot be modified by Virginia without
the express consent of the United States. The only retention of jurisdiction by Virginia over the property in question was the efficacy of local
civil and criminal process served within that portion of the federal reser-
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vation. See 19 Michie's ]11risprudence, United States, § 5. Since the
United States has sole jurisdiction over the location of the alleged
wrongful act, judicial jurisdiction to consider a suit arising from such
wrongful act rests solely in a court of the United States, and this Court
does not have jurisdiction ·:o determine this cause. Buttery v. Robbins,
177 Va. 368, 14 S.E. 2d, 544 ( 1941).
Conclusion

For the foregoing rea;;ons and for the reasons urged in the prior
motion of the District of Cc•lumbia to quash service or in the alternative
to dismiss, this Court shoul :1 dismiss the amended motion for judgment
filed against the District of 8olumbia and quash service of process issued
against it.

*

*

*

EXE[JBIT C TO MOTION

To Whom It May Concern :
According to the Tax Records of Fairfax County as of January 1, 1970,
that land described by Tax Identification number 106- ( ( 1)), Parcel 81,
and shown on Sections lOt and 112 of the Tax Identification Map of
Fairfax County, is listed as in the ownership of the United States of
America for the use of the]). C. Department of Corrections and is there
described as the Lorton Reformatory and Workhouse, with a total listed
acreage of 3,490.99 acres. Said parcel is tax exempt as a federal reservation.
That parcel described on t~ e original condemnation survey of the Occoquan workhouse site, dated August, 1909, as belonging to Mrs. J. A.
Selecman is included on the Tax Identification Map as a part of the
3,490.99 acres, the aforesaid federal reservation designated by Tax Identification Number 106- ( ( 1)), Parcel81.
Very truly yours,
/s/ John W. Ferguson
John W. Ferguson
Supervisor of Assessments
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LETTER OF JUDGE KEITH
Dated January 11, 1971

Gentlemen:
I have considered the motion of the District of Columbia requesting
the Court to reconsider its order denying the motion to quash. It is still
my opinion that the District of Columbia "has an interest in, uses and
possesses real property in this state" and therefore the Virginia "LongArm" Statute applies. I do not believe the United States is either a
necessary or a proper party. Therefore the motion to reconsider is
denied.
Mr. Cerick can prepare an order to this effect. I believe I agreed to
give Mr. Ruck until March 8, 1971, to file responsive pleadings and the
order should so state.
Very truly yours,

/sf James Keith

*

*

*

ORDER
Entered February 13, 1971

This cause came on to be heard upon the motion to reconsider the
motion to quash and for dismissal filed by the District of Columbia, the
points and authorities submitted and the memorandum of the plaintiff
in opposition thereto and upon argument of counsel on January 8, 1971.
And it appearing to the Court that the motion should be denied and it
further appearing that the District of Columbia should be granted an
extension of time to file responsive pleadings for the express purpose of
permitting it to file a writ of prohibition in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, it is hereby
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the motion to
reconsider the motion to quash service of process or for dismissal filed by
the District of Columbia, is and it is hereby, denied; and it is further
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the defendant
District of Columbia is, and it is hereby granted until March 8, 1971 to
file responsive pleadings to the motion for judgment.

*

*

*
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DEMURRER
l'iled March 8, 1971

Comes now the Defenc.ant, District of Columbia, a municipal corporation created by the Cor.gress of the United States, by Counsel, and
states that the Amended Mction for Judgment heretofore filed against it
does not state a cause of act.on upon which relief may be granted to the
Plaintiff and as grounds therefor states that the Plaintiff must allege and
prove compliance with Title 12, Section 309, of the Code of the District
of Columbia.

*

*

*

LEITE.R OF JUDGE KEirn
Dated March 29, 1972

Gentlemen:
I have now had the opportunity to read the cases cited in your oral
arguments and after consid :!ring them it is my opinion the demurrer
filed by the District of Columbia should be overruled.
Neither statute requiring "Notice of Claim" is applicable to the
facts in this case.
The Virginia Statute is not applicable to the District of Columbia,
a city outside the bounds of the Commonwealth.
"Unless otherwise ·~xpressed, all legislation of a state relating
to cities and towns refers to cities and towns of that state, and not
another state or count~r. This is for the reason that the state has
no control of cities and towns in other states, and from a governmental standpoint no ir.terest in them." City Council of Augusta,
Ga. v. Timmerman (4th Circ.) 233 Fed. 216.
The logic of this conclusion is such as to render any other unthinkable.
The D. C. Statute does not apply. It is procedural in nature. It has
became axiomatic that substantive matters are governed by the law
of the place where the cause of action arose and procedural matters are
governed by the law of the forum. In the case at bar where the suit is
broug~t in Virginia on a cause of action arising in Virginia, the law of
this Commonwealth governs both substance and procedure. Hence the
D. C. Statute does not apply. A like result was reached in Dept. of Water
and Power of City of L.A. v. Anderson, 95 F. 2d 577, cert. denied 83 L
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Ed 386, where the court held a similar provision to affect the remedy
and not the right and therefore the requirement as to notice and presentment was controlling only if present in the law of the state where the
action was brought. The case of Atchison v. Sowers, 53 L Ed 695, relied
on by the defendant is distinguishable. In that suit the court held that
the cause of action was created by the statute of New Mexico and therefore all its requirements would be controlling in the state of the forum,
Texas. In that case all requirements of notice within a designated time
(90 days) were actually complied with; the requirement that the suit
be brought in New Mexico was not complied with and the court said the
jurisdiction is not defeated because of the provision of the statute referred to (requiring suit in New Mexico). So the case did not really
meet the issue in the case at bar, but insofar as requiring suit in a particular place the court reached a result not contrary to the result arrived
at in the case at bar.
The constitutionality of such statutes has not been raised and our
Court of Appeals has had V. C. 8-653 before it often for consideration.
The opinion in Grubaugh v. City of St. johns (l\1arch, 1970), 180 N. W.
2d 778, however, casts serious doubt on the requirement of notice.
Mr. Cerick can prepare an order and submit it to Mr. Spence for
his approval as to form.
Very truly yours,

/sf James Keith
ORDER
Entered April 20, 1971

This cause came on to be heard the 26th day of March, 1971, upon
the Demurrer filed by the Defendant, District of Columbia, to the
Amended Motion for Judgment, Memorandum of Plaintiff in Opposition thereto, Authorities submitted by Defendant, District of Columbia,
in support of its Demurrer, and was argued by Counsel;
And the Court being of the opinion that neither Section 12-309 of
the Code of the District of Columbia nor Section 8-653 of the Code of
Virginia, 1950, as amended, applies to the facts of this case for the reasons stated mpre particularly in an opinion letter dated March 29, 1971,
attached hereto, and by this reference made a part hereof, and accordingly, it is by the Court
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Adjudged, ordered and decreed that the Demurrer heretofore filed
by the District of Columbia to the Amended Motion for Judgment be,
and the same hereby is overruled, and it is further
Ordered that the Defendant, District of Columbia, be, and hereby
is granted fifteen ( 15) days from the date of entry of this Order and no
longer to file its Answer and (}rounds of Defense.
To all of which the District of Columbia, by Counsel, excepts.

INrERROGATORIES
l'lled June 28, 1971

You are requested to ;mswer the following interrogatories under
oath:
a. These interrogatories are continuing in character, so as to require you to file supplement~.ry answers if you obtain further or different
information before trial.
b. Where the name or identity of a person is requested, please state
full name, home address and also business address, if known.
c. Unless otherwise indicated, these interrogatories refer to the
time, place and circumstar ces of the occurrence mentioned or complained of in the pleadings.
d. Where knowledge <•r information or possession of a party is
requested, such request includes knowledge of the party's agent, representatives and, unless privil~ged, his attorneys. When answer is made
by a corporate defendant, state the name, address and title of the person
supplying the information.
e. The pronoun "you" refers to the party to whom these interrogatories are addressed, and the persons mentioned in clause (d) .
1. State the names and present addresses of all personnel of the District of Columbia who had duties concerning the four acre tract in question where the accident occurred, their position and the nature of such
duties as of November 6, 196:3, the date of the accident.

2. Do you acknowledge the permit agreement dated December 11,
1964 previously filed in response to interrogatories by defendant Vulcan
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Materials Company as a true and genuine copy of the permit agreement
in effect between you and Vulcan Materials Company on November 6,
1968?
3. State which of your said employees had knowledge of the cable
having been erected as it was prior to the VEPCO wires being torn out
in March or April, 1968 and as to the eye beam installed after that occurrence up until and including November '6, 1968.
4. State in detail what approval, supervision, control, if any, you
exercised over the installation of the previously installed cable, and the
installation of the eye beam up until and including November 6, 1968.
5. Was the eye beam as erected on November 6, 1968 installed on
your property; therefore did the accident occur on your property?
6. What business (es) were you engaged in concerning the four acre
parcel on November 6, 1968?
7. Did you ever have any employees who worked in connection
with the quarry operations of Defendant Vulcan Materials Company
from December 11, 1964 up to and including November 6, 1968?
8. If your answer to the previous question is in the affirmative,
explain fully, and in detail, giving names, addresses and time of employment, and nature of employment engaged in.
9. State in full all rules, regulations, requests or directions imposed
by you relating to the use of the four acres, more or less, which was the
subject of the permit agreement dated December 11, 1964 between you
and Vulcan Materials Company from said date through the date the eye
beam installed after the accident occurring November 6, 1968 was
installed.
10. State fully all instances of control of said property exercised by
you under said rules, regulations, requests or directions or otherwise from
December 11, 1964 through the date the eye beam was installed after
the accident occurring on November 6, 1968.
11. State with exactness the names and addresses of all agents and
employees of the District of Columbia who were notified of the existence
of said eye beam prior to November 6, 1968 by Vulcan Materials Company or were otherwise aware of it, how they became aware of it and
the full details of who informed them and when and the substance of
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and the manner of so infonning the District of Columbia's agents and
employees.

12. State the name and address of the custodian of all written
notices and correspondence received by you concerning requests for
permission and approval in reference to the erection of the eye beam
which was struck by the truck operated by the Plaintiff on November 6,
1968 and as to any other mG.tter for which notice was given or approval
of the District of Columbia :~equested pursuant to the permit agreement
in force on November 6, 1968 or attach copies of same, if there are no
objections.

13. State the names and addresses of all witnesses, both lay and
expert, that you intend to call at the trial of this case.

*

*

*

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORIES
Filed August 26, 1971

Comes now the Defenc.ant, District of Columbia, by Counsel, and
in and for its Answer to Interrogatories filed against it by the Plaintiff,
respectfully answers as follo\vs:
1. (A) Herbert L. M1)oney, Associate Director for Industrial
Services
304 Commerce Street
Occoquan, Vir sinia

Gene W. Barr<:tt, Administrator, Minimum Security
Facility
8943 Lorton R1)ad
Lorton, Virgin: a
Oscar L. Dedwiler, Assistant Farm Manager
Manassas, Vir~jnia
(B) Duties
H. L. Mooney-In charge of industry, farming and
engineering
G. W. Barrett--Administered the Minimum Security
Facility which included the farm.
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2. Yes.
3. Mr. Barrett-no knowledge
Mr. Mooney-yes, had knowledge
Mr. Dedwiler-do not know what information he had.
4. None
5. Eye beam near property line, but on District of Columbia property. Some incidents apparently occurred on District of Columbia property, some apparently occurred on Vulcan Material's land.
6. See #7.
7. Only connection of District of Columbia with quarry operations
was as a result of and under the permit agreement.
8. Not applicable.
9. See permit agreement and addendum.
10. None
11. No notification of the existence of the eye beam was received,
either written or oral.
Mr. Barrett, Mr. Mooney, and Mr. Dedwiler were in and about
the farm, and the eye beam.
12. None
13. Mr. Barrett
Mr. Mooney
Mr. Dedwiler

*

*

*

LEITER OF JUDGE KEITH
Dated December 27, 1971

Gentlemen:
I have decided to deny the defendant's motion to set aside the
verdict. The motion is based on two main arguments:
1. The defendant's negligence, if any, is the remote cause and not
a proximate cause of the accident.
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2. The plaintiff is gui1ty of contributory negligence as a matter of
law.
Dealing with the que:;tion of proximate cause, defendant argues
that its negligence, if any, ·was remote and that the failure of the truck
mechanism to operate properly was the sole proximate cause of the
accident. He relies on Hubbard v. MurrayJ 173 Va. 448, where the court
said failure of the brakes to operate was the sole proximate cause of the
accident and that the negligence of the bus driver in parking partly on
the travelled portion of the highway was the remote cause. This case is
best known for the number of times it has been distinguished from other
cases and in my opinion it is distinguishable from the case at bar. The
jury's verdict finds the defendant guilty of negligence in failing to keep
its premises safe or in allcwing an unsafe condition to continue. The
danger which existed was that a truck might come along with its body
raised and hit the eye-beam. This is what occurred. It was not necessary
that the defendant foresee the precise injury but only that an injury
might probably result. Defendant's negligence need only contribute in
the slightest degree to constitute a proximate cause. Therefore I will not
set aside the verdict on this .~ound.
Coming next to the qt.estion of contributory negligence, defendant
argues that plaintiff knew o:: the defective mechanism either ( 1 ) because
Mr. Kyle Sr. told him so, or (2) because he admitted going to the shop
to get fluid in the hoist mechanism so it would work properly. As to
point ( 1), plaintiff admitted that Mr. Kyle had told him about the
defect, but said it was after the accident. This point was fully argued
to the jury. As to point ( 2): defendant counsel in his brief, filed with his
motions, points out the discrepancy in plaintiff's testimony where at the
trial he said he had no pri )r knowledge of the leaking fluid and in his
depositions said it was working only about half the time and required
more fluid to make it work 1_tr. 300). Counsel failed to pursue the matter
to obtain an admission fron1 the plaintiff that his answers in the deposition were correct, although invited to do so by the court. So all we have
in the record is a prior inconsistent statement and the jury, not the court,
is the proper one to determine which is to be accepted. Therefore I will
not set the verdict aside on 1his ground.

*

*

*
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ORDER
Entered January 21, 1972

This matter came on this 21st day of January, 1972, upon the
Motion for Judgment by the Plaintiff, and Answer and Grounds of Defense of the Defendant, Vulcan Materials Company; and,
Upon motion of the Defendant, Vulcan Materials Company for
leave to amend its Answer, said Motion having been granted and upon
Motion of the Plaintiff to Amend his Motion for Judgment to add as a
party Defendant, the District of Columbia, a Municipal Corporation,
said Motions having been granted, and
Upon Answer to the Amended Motion for Judgment by Vulcan
Materials Company and upon Motion of the District of Columbia, a
Municipal Corporation, to quash service upon it and for dismissal of
the Motion for Judgment as to it, said Motions having been denied by
Order of this Court, and
Upon Demurrer to the Amended Motion for Judgment filed by the
Defendant, District of Columbia, a Municipal Corporation, said Demurrer having been denied by Order of this Court; and
Upon a second Amended Motion for Judgment filed by the Plaintiff
and the Answers and ·Grounds of Defense filed by the Defendants, Vulcan Materials Company and District of Columbia; and
This matter came on for trial the 3rd day of November, 1971, upon
the pleadings aforesaid before a jury duly empaneled and sworn; and
At the close of the Plaintiff's case, the Defendants, Vulcan Materials
Company and District of Columbia moved this Court to strike the Plaintiff's evidence as to them, said Motion being granted by this Court as to
Vulcan Materials Company and denied as to the Defendant, District of
Columbia and the Defendant, District of Columbia, proceeded to call
witnesses in its behalf and at the conclusion of its case, again moved this
Court to strike the Plaintiff's evidence, which Motion was denied, and
the matter was then submitted to the jury. Mter deliberation, the jury
returned its verdict as follows:
"We, the jury on the issues joined find for the Plaintiff against the
Defendant, District of Columbia and fix the damages at $300,000.00."
And following said verdict the Defendant, District of Columbia,
moved this Honorable Court for a New Trial, for a Verdict Non Ob-
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stante Verdicto, and for an Order Setting Aside the Jury Verdict, and
to enter a Judgment in favo:~ of the Defendant, District of Columbia, on
the grounds that the said v·~rdict was contrary to the law and the evidence, that the jury was misinstructed, and further that there was no evidence to support the said v·~rdict; it was contrary to the evidence and
plainly wrong, said Motions having been denied; and
Upon consideration of the foregoing, it is hereby,
Adjudged and ordered ·:hat a Judgment be and it hereby is granted
in favor of the Defendant, Vulcan Materials Company and it is further;
Adjudged and ordered that Judgment be and it hereby is granted
in favor of the Plaintiff, Lonnie Coleman, against the Defendant, District of Columbia, in the sun1 of $300,000.00 plus interest from November 5, 1971, and the costs of this action.
The Defendant, District of Columbia, hereby respectfully objects
and excepts to each and eve::y ruling by the Court made contrary to its
interests prior during and subsequent to Trial, on the grounds asserted
heretofore in argument and 1: riefs.
The Plaintiff, Lonnie Goleman, hereby respectfully objects and
excepts to each and every ruling by the Court made contrary to his interests prior, during and subsequent to Trial, on the grounds asserted
heretofore in argument and briefs.

*

*

*

NOTICE OF APPEAl, AND ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR
Fil•~d

March 20, 1972

*

*

*

Assignments of Error
1. The Court erred in cverruling the Motion to Quash service of
process on the District of Columbia.
2. The Court erred in overruling the Motion of the District of
Columbia to dismiss the actior. for lack of jurisdiction.
3. The Court erred in overruling the Demurrer filed by the District
of Columbia.
4. The Court erred refusing to grant Instructions I, K and L as
offered by the defendant.
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5. The Court erred in granting Instructions 4, 5, 7, and 15, as
offered by the plaintiff.
6. The Court erred in overruling the Motion of the defendant,
made at the conclusion of the plaintiff's evidence, to strike the plaintiff's
evidence and to enter summary judgment on behalf of the defendant.
7. The Court erred in overruling the Motion of the defendant
made after the conclusion of all of the evidence to strike the plaintiff's
evidence and to enter summary judgment for the defendant.
8. The Court erred in failing to set aside the verdict of the jury
and order a new trial, or in the alternative to enter summary judgment
for the defendant.
9. The Court erred in permitting the witness, Timothy C. Kenny
to give his opinion, as an expert, as to the usual or customary practice,
or safe practice, since no proper foundation had been laid, and the
answer to such question invaded the province of the jury.

*

*

*

CROSS ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR
Filed April 3, 1972

Comes Now the Plaintiff, Lonnie Coleman, by his attorneys, and
respectfully represents the following as cross assignments of error:
1. The Court erred in granting the Defendant's Motion to strike the
allegations of culpable negligence and wanton conduct (Counts IV) in
the Amended Motion for Judgment.
2. The Court erred in refusing to grant Instructions 24, 25, and 26
as offered by the Plaintiff because Plaintiff was entitled to an instruction
on culpable negligence and wanton conduct.
3. The Court erred in not permitting the witness, Vernon Calvin
Kyle, Sr., to testify about the bribe offer allegedly made to him by an
alleged agent of Vulcan Materials Company, because it was a real party
in interest under the indemnification agreement between it and the District of Columbia. The evidence of the alleged bribe should have been
allowed as part of Plaintiff's case in chief.

*

*

*
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INTERVIEW lVITH VERNON CALVIN KYLE
October 31, 1971

[1] Mr. Cerick: O.K. Mr. Kyle, this is Sunday evening, what is it
October 30 and we're back here at the side of the road at your residence
and present is Robert Petets and I'm Peter Cerick and I came back to
try to clear up a few point; about the questions that I was asking you
the other night when I was down here when we recorded before. Is that
correct?
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: And let's clear up about who it was that made that
offer to you.
Witness: I don't know what his name is. He had a crooked ................. .
foot.
Voice in Background: Like this.
Mr. Cerick: Son, please don't talk. That's your 11 year old son, is
it? Now was that the tall thin man?
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: And what did he say to you?
Witness: He told me, .b.e says Kyle, he says, it would be worth a
good sum of money not to ap?ear to Court.
Mr. Cerick: Do you want to talk right into the mike?
Witness: Alright. He s:tys it was worth a good sum of money not
to appear to Court. And I :;ays, what do you mean? He says, well, he
says, I says, just how much a sum would you want to allow me not to
appear to Court? Well, he says, I'll tell you, he says, we'll give you
$10,000.00 not to appear to 8ourt or else, he says, we'll set you up with
a brand new truck there like you got. He says and give you a permanent
job at this quarry.
Mr. Cerick: What did you tell him?
.[2] Mr. Cerick: Now, uh, did uh, did you later get visited by the
same man that was with him~
Witness: Yes, sir, I did. rrhat was uh Saturday--.
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Mr. Cerick: Did he say what his name was?
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: What was it?
Witness: Spencer.
Mr. Cerick: Spence or Spencer?
Witness: SPENCE.
Mr. Cerick: Did he say he was a lawyer?
Witness: Yes sir, he said he was.
Mr. Cerick: For whom?
Witness: Vulcan.
Mr. Curick: Now when this conversation that you had with the thin
man with the twisted foot took place where was Mr. Spence?
Witness: He was in my truck.
Mr. Cerick: Could he hear the conversation?
Witness: He was in my truck with the boys, no sir.
Mr. Cerick: You're right sure that he could not?
Witness: I know he couldn't.
Mr. Cerick: Good. Cause as a lawyer, I'm glad to know that the
lawyer as far as we know had nothing to do with this.
WITNESS: No sir, THAT'S RIGHT.
Mr. Cerick: Now, have I told you that what was done to you was
a serious offense, you understand--.
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: You understand it could be considered a serious offense?
Witness: Yes sir.
[3] Mr. Cerick: And do you understand that if a man is convicted
of attempting to bribe a witness that he could go to the penitentiary?
Witness: Yes sir.
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Mr. Cerick: And are you willing to go to Court and testify under
oath as to this?
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: Had you ever seen this man before?
Witness: I had never until that day.
Mr. Cerick: And who :lid he say he worked for?
Witness: He said that he wanted to see me, he didn't tell me who
he worked fer and I never did know exactly who he wored fer until
I talked to Spence this past Saturday.
Mr. Cerick: What did Spence say?
Witness: He said he was the safety man for Vulcan.
Mr. Cerick: UM HM. You ever seen him since?
Witness: No sir, I ha·1en't. Spence told me he was from Vulcan.
From Massachusetts somewhere.
Mr. Cerick: Was Spence the man you described with fairly long
blonde hair with a round faee-?
Witness: Yes sir, about that boy's size only heavier.
Mr. Cerick: You're pointing to Bob Peters.
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: O.K. now I have told you I may play this recording
for a Judge before this trial--.
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: Comes up.
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: I have t•) give this some thought and confer with
[6]

*

*

*

Mr. Cerick: Were you working that day?

Witness: Yes sir I was in there. I hadn't took no load out it was
raining.
Mr. Cerick: What happened just before this conversation?
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Witness: Well he was there, so was Hot Dog.
Mr. Cerick: Who's he?
Witness: That's Perry Mason Kyle.
Mr. Cerick: HOW old is he?
Witness: He's 11 years old, he was born on George Washington's
birthday.
Mr. Cerick: And. Hot Dog, who's that?
Witness: What, Hot Dog, that's ................... Kyle.
Mr. Cerick: How old is he?
Witness: He's around about 26, 27.
Mr. Cerick: Were they present?
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: Who got you to talk to these gentlemen?
Witness: Gene.
Mr. Cerick: Gene who?
Witness: That's the assistant superintendent at Occoquan Quarry.
Mr. Cerick: Do you know his last name.
Witness: No sir, I don't, but all you have to do is just ask for Gene
and he'll come to you.
Mr. Cerick: Who was present when this conversation took place?
Witness: Well there was, whenever he asked me to come out
there that somebody wanted to talk to me, was me, there was Douglas
Beech, there was Robert Tharpe, (?) ......................................... , and there was
Dick Cockran.
Mr. Cerick: "Vho are all those people?
[7] Witness: No Gene just old me, stuck his head in the door and
told me that somebody out there wanted to talk to me.
Mr. Cerick: O.K. when they talked to you, who could overhear
the conversation?
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Witness: Well now, I :lon't know who exactly, Dick was standing
beside of me, Dick Cochran.
Mr. Cerick: Dick Cocl:ran.
Witness: Yessir.
Mr. Cerick: And were there two other people?
Witness: Well there was Robert Barrett and myself.
Mr. Cerick: I mean as~ingyou questions.
Witness: No, I know.
Mr. Cerick: How many were asking you questions?
Witness: There were two of 'em. There was nobody but me and
William here and Perry there.
Mr. Cerick: Yeah, but :tskingyou questions.
Witness: That's right.
Mr. Cerick: But they weren't asking you questions were they?
Witness: No.
Mr. Cerick: I mean who was asking you--?
Witness: They asked rr. e--.
Mr. Cerick: I mean were there two of them that were asking you
questions or more than --?
Witness: No, it was two of them.
Mr. Cerick: Can you dt~scribe these two people?
Witness: Yes, sir, I can describe 'em both.
Mr. Cerick: Alright do that for us.
Witness: I can describe both of em, can you, William, where's
Hotdog?
Mr. Cerick: You go ahead.
Witness: Well, so I, and they asked me would, oh exactly would

[8]

*

*

*

Mr. Cerick: Has anybody besides me talked to you about this accident, that is officially, somebody representing one of the two sides or ......... ?
Witness: Yes sir, Occoquan Quarry.
Mr. Cerick: Well, who was it?
Witness: I believe Saturday two weeks ago.

*
[9]

*

*

Mr. Cerick: O.K. what else did they ask you?

Witness: What, uh, they asked me an I told 'em, I says, uh, and
they never said another word. They just shook their head an said, Mr.
Kyle, you've been a lot 'o help to us.
Mr. Cerick: All this took place on one day.
Witness: That's right.
Mr. Cerick: Did anybody from the other side, anybody other than
me, let's say, talk to you officially about this accident?
Witness: No sir, no sir, you're the only one.
Mr. Cerick: Can you describe these two men that did?
Witness: Yes sir, I can, yes I can.
Mr. Cerick: Please do.
Witness: I can describe 'em.
Mr. Cerick: Please do it.
Witness: One is tall, he's tall, well he's heavy set.
Mr. Cerick: How tall about?
Witness: Well I'd say he's almost six feet. He's very near as tall as
you are then the other one was a real slender guy.
Mr. Cerick: How was he wearing his hair?
Witness: Well, it looked to me like he had kind of a blonde hair.
Mr. Cerick: Did he wear it short or long?
Witness: No, he had, he had a head of hair, it wasn't real short.
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Mr. Cerick: What kine. of face did he have?
Witness: Round and other one was just about that boy's build right
there. Slim, yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: When you're talking you're pointing to Mr. Mike
[10]

*

*

*

Mr. Cerick: Did either one of these fellows give their names?

Witness: No sir, they nc~ver told me their names.
Mr. Cerick: Never mentioned it at all.
Witness: I'd a asked th~m their names only--Mr. Cerick: Where did they say they were from?
Witness: They didn'd s1y where they was from.
Mr. Cerick: You got the idea they were from Vulcan.
Witness: That's right or why did they offer me that offer if they
wasn't from Vulcan?
Mr. Cerick: Well, did they say they were lawyers?
Witness: No, they didn't.
Mr. Cerick: Did they say there were

?

Witness: They was dre~ sed in civilian clothes just as--Mr. Cerick: Suit and tie?
Witness: No~--Mr. Cerick: This was o:::t a Saturday?
Witness: Yes sir, it was on a Saturday.
Mr. Cerick: Were you ·Norking?
Witness: Saturday 2 weeks ago.
Mr. Cerick: Were you 'Norking?
Witness: Yes sir.
Mr. Cerick: Alright, }ou said something about an offer, will you
tell us about that.
Witness : They asked 1ne, they asked me would I, would I take
$10,000.00, and my boy hea1 d that thing.
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Mr. Cerick: "Vhich boy is that?
Witness: Williatn, that's this boy right here and they asked me
would I take a $10,000.00 offer not to come to the quarry or to come to
Court.
[10-a] Mr. Cerick: You mean to testify in the case of Lonnie
Coleman vs. Vulcan
?
Witness: That's right, or else they offered me a tandem like I got
right there to be my own and give me a steady permanent job at the
quarry.
Mr. Cerick: What does one of those tandems cost?
Witness: They cost about $22,000.00.
Mr. Cerick: Did they say they'd give you a new one?
Witness: Said they'd buy me a brand new one.
Mr. Cerick: And who said this?
Witness: That big fella.
Mr. Cerick: And besides your boy, your two boys, Who else heard
this?
Witness: No sir, just me and my new boys.
Mr. Cerick: And that tall slim fellow was there too?
Witness: Yes sir, the tall slim fella 'n me 'n my two boys.
Mr. Cerick: Did they say this more than once?
Witness: No, he said, Kyle, he said, you'd better take our offer. I
says no, money don't buy, I says, money don't buy friends.
Mr. Cerick: Did he press you on it any further?
Witness: No, he just shook his head and says Kyle, well you've been
some help to us.
Mr. Cerick: Well, did he seem like he was serious

?

Witness: He said no, you can help both sides.
Mr. Cerick: Did he seem like he was serious when he uh

?

Witness: Well, he went 0:1 down over the hill an he asked me, he
said where's that road lead to? That was the old ramp we used to back
down to the quarry with.
Mr. Cerick: But I mean "'·hen he was talking about this $10,000.00
[11]

Mr. Cerick: I see.

Witness: I didn't know the trial was on the 3rd of November.
Mr. Cerick: Right, you kn~w that it had been continued.
Witness: I know, but I didn.'t know exactly when you see.
Mr. Cerick: I told you that--Witness: Till Lon told me.
Mr. Cerick: We told you that, I told you that we get another
summons out for you.
Witness: That's right, yon did, yes sir, I said, I told him, I says I
didn't know to appear on the 3rd of November.
Mr. Cerick: Right.
Witness: I says I didn't know it, I says they'll have to send me
another summons.
Mr. Cerick: O.K.
Witness: But I told 'em, he says I'll Kyle, he says, Kyle, wouldn't
you like to have a good sum of money not to appear on that trial? An I
says, no sir.
Mr. Cerick: And he mentioned the amount.
Witness: He told me, he says, I'll give you $10,000.00 or else he
says, I'll buy ya, he says we'l1 buy you a truck just like you got here.
He says give you a permanent job at this quarry, Vulcan Materials will.
Mr. Cerick: O.K.
Witness: I told him no sir, I told him I would not do it.
Mr. Cerick: O.K., now.
Witness: I told 'em money didn't buy friends, I told 'em I'd been
with that boy ever since this case is started and I intended to end it.
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Mr. Cerick: No let me, let me ask you, getting off the subject, the
day of the accident, now, can you tell me, you know, if you

*

*

*

INSTRUCTION NO. 4

If you believe from a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant was negligent, then an intervening cause does not operate to
exempt it from liability if such intervening cause was foreseen or reasonably might have been foreseen by it. In order to excuse any such negligence of the defendant, such intervening cause must so entirely supercede the operation of the defendant's negligence, if any, that it alone
caused the collision without any such negligence of the defendant contributing thereto in the slightest degree.
Granted
INSTRUCTION NO. S

"Negligence" is the failure to do what a reasonable prudent person
would ordinarily have done under the circumstances of the situation, or
doing what such a person would not have done under the existing circumstances. Violation of a statute causing injury to one for whose safety
the statute was adopted is also negligence.
Granted
INSTRUCTION NO. 7

A proximate cause is a superior or controlling agency as contradistinguished from those causes which are merely incidental or subsidiary
to such controlling cause. It is the dominant cause not necessarily the
cause which is nearer in point of time to the injury. Negligence which
merely furnishes the condition or occasion upon which injuries are received but does not put in motion the agency by which the injuries are
inflicted is not the proximate cause thereof. The proximate cause of an
injury, however, is not necessarily the sole cause. The fact that other
causes concurred with the negligence of a defendant in producing an
injury does not relieve such defendant from liability unless it is shown
that the other causes would have produced the injury independently of
such negligence.
Granted
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INSrRUCTION NO. 15

The Plaintiff was a business invitee while on the premises of the
Defendant District of Colur1bia and said Defendant owed the Plaintiff
the duty to exercise ordinary care :
1. To have its premi~.es in a reasonably safe condition for the

Plaintiff;
2. Not to allow unsafe ;tructures erected on its premises to remain.
And if you believe fron1 a preponderance of the evidence that the
Defendant failed to exercise ordinary care in performance of said duty,
then the Defendant was guilty of negligence and if you further believe
from such evidence that an~r such negligence was a proximate cause of
the Plaintiff's injuries and tt.at the Plaintiff was exercising ordinary care
on his part, you shall find your verdict in favor of the Plaintiff against
said defendant.
Granted as amended
INSrRUCTION NO. 24

The elements
flicted are :

necessa~r

to characterize an injury as wantonly in-

1. Knowledge of a situation requiring the exercise of ordinary care
and diligence to avert injury to another.

2. Ability to avoid the resulting harm by ordinary care and diligence in the use of the meam; at hand.
3. The omission to use such care and diligence to avert the threatened danger, when to the ordinary mind it must be apparent that the
result is likely to prove disast:~ous to another.
Refused
INSTRUCTION NO. 25

If you believe from a preponderance of the evidence that allowing
the installation and maintenance by the Defendant District of Columbia
of the 1-beam under the cir·:umstances of this case on its premises constituted wanton conduct and if you further believe from such evidence
that any such conduct was a proximate cause of the Plaintiff's injuries
you shall find your verdict in favor of the Plaintiff.
Refused
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INSTRUCTION NO. 26

"Wanton Negligence" or "Wanton Conduct" is a reckless indifference to the consequences of an act or omission, where the party acting
or failing to act is conscious of his conduct and, without any actual intent to injure, is aware, from his knowledge of existing circumstances and
conditions, that his conduct will inevitably or probably result in injury
to another.
Refused
INSTRUCTIONS I

The Court instructs the Jury that there is imposed upon the V-M
Co. by statute a duty to maintain electric wires at least 20 feet above a
driveway or haulage way, and if you believe from the evidence that the
V-M maintained the electric wires the said 20 feet above the roadway,
then you shall find that the V-M Co. has fulfilled this duty and may not
find that Vulcan Materials were negligent by reason of the lines not
being raised higher than the said 20 feet. (Edgerton vs. Norfolk Southern Bus Corporation, 187 Va. 642,47 SE 2nd 409; M cglauflin vs. Boston
& M.R.R., 230 Mass. 431, 119 NE 955, Section 45.1-75, Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended)
Granted as amended
INSTRUCTIONS K

The Court instructs the Jury that if they believe from the evidence
that the Plaintiff, Lonnie Coleman, knew that the bed of his truck did
not always respond to the controls to move it downward but failed at
the time of the accident to remember such fact and through inattention
to such lowering struck the eye beam, then you must find for the Defendants, provided an ordinarily prudent person under similar circumstances should have remembered it. (City of Charlottesville vs. jones, 123
Va. 682,97 SE 316)
Refused
INSTRUCTION NO. L

The Court instructs the Jury that the "Proximate Cause" of an event
is a cause which, in natural and continuous sequence, unbroken by any
efficient intervening cause, produces the event, and without which the
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event would not have oceurred. It is an act or omission which immediately causes or fails to p:~event the event; an act or omission occurring,
without which the event ,vould not have occurred, provided such event
could reasonably have been anticipated by a prudent man in the light of
attendant circumstances.
The Court further instructs the Jury that if you believe from the
evidence that the PlaintifF, Lonnie Coleman, was aware or by the exercise of ordinary care should have been aware of the existence of a potential danger created by allowing the eye beam structure to remain
and thereafter by an ind·~pendent act of negligence on his part brings
about an accident, the ccndition created by allowing the eye beam to
remain even if you believe it to be negligent, becomes merely a circumstance of the accident, is legally insulated, and is not the "Proximate
Cause" of the Plaintiff's injuries and you shall find for the Defendant.
Refused
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EXCERPTS FROM REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

*

[23]

*

*

Hobert L. Mooney,

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q State your full name, sir.
Virginia.

A Hubert L. Mooney, Occoquan,

* *

*

Q Are you now employed? A I am retired. In '69, I retired
from the Department of Corrections.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q What was your position when you left there? A I was employed as assistant to the director in charge of industrial operations
which included transportation and industrial production, maintenance
and construction.

[28]

Q Getting back to the situation at hand, then, how many actual
supervisors who were on the site out there at Lorton were there? A
Are you talking about in my division?

Q For the whole facility. A For our facilities at the Department of Corrections?
[29]

Q Yes, sir. A Well, we had about six supervisors.

Q Did you report directly to Mr. Hardy? A Yes.
Q

In the fields that you were concerned with?

A That's right.

Q Was one of those fields safety? A At times. At one time, yes,
I reported on safety as a chairman of the safety committee set up by
the Department for adherence to safety practices.
Mr. Cerick: Your Honor, may I treat him as an adverse witness,
having been a supervisor at the time?
The Court: All right.

*

*

*
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Q Now, did you have~ some occasion to take part in the negotiations or the drafting of the permit agreement that is already in evidence
between the District of Columbia and Vulcan Materials concerning the
use of that four acres? A I assisted in the preparation of the document which is called a contract for it.

[31]

*

*

*

Q Now, you, as I understand it, saw that structure? A Yes,
I saw that structure.

*

*

*

Q (Interposing) The I-beam you would call a permanent structure?

A

Well, it's more permanent than a cable would be.
*

[32]

*

*

Q Now, could you as supervisor have required Vulcan to remove
that structure?

·

*

[33]

*

*

The Witness: I suppose so. I really don't know because that was
part of their operation. And as far as their operation was concerned,
we were bound by contract.

[35]

*

*

*

Q Did people from th ~ District of Columbia come out and inspect
it for safety purposes? A :~o. There was no inspection for safety purposes except for casual observance, of course, of what was going on.
Q You were familiar 'Nith the seven-eighths of an inch cable that
was erected there on- A. (Interposing) I remember a cable.

Q It was visible? A Yes, it was visible.
Q And you were familiar with the incident with the [36] Fairfax
County Water Authority con1pany lines being tom down in April of '68?
A I heard about it but I wa:; not-I don't know it as a fact.

Q Then in your capacity as supervisor, you also became familiar
with the 1-beam structure that was erected there?
that.

A

Yes, I observed

Q And you continued to observe it until the time that you retired?
A

Occasionally.
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Q You were aware of it at all times?
was there.

A

I was aware that it

Q Yes. And were you not further aware of the nature of the
operations that Vulcan was carrying on in that area?
of the operation in a general way.

A

I was aware

Q Well, you knew that there was this quarry? A Yes.

Q And you knew, I take it, that there were two routes and that
this was the stockpile area (indicating)?

A

Right.

Q I take it you knew that Vulcan had independent [37] contractors who had drivers who came on that property? A That I didn't
know per se. I heard it. That's all-that they were hired to do their
hauling.

Q You knew somebody was hauling? A That's right.
Q For business reasons?
contract or not.

A

I didn't know whether it was on the

Q I see. But you knew that the stockpiling operation was taking
place on up here and down here (indicating) ? A

Right.

Q Did the District of Columbia receive the stone that it was
supposed to receive that is referred to in the contract which speaks for
itself? A Yes.
Q So Vulcan lived up to that end of the agreement where they
were to compensate you for this permit by paying you in stone? A
Yes.
Q Were you aware that the purpose of that I-beam structure was
to stop a truck? A It was my judgment that it was. I was not told
what the purpose was. But observing it, it was my judgment [38] it was
to stop the vehicular traffic under certain conditions when the body was
raised.

Q This knowledge was in your capacity as a supervisor for the
District of Columbia? A Well, I don't know. I say that was my judgment of what it was for. They didn't write me a letter and tell me what
it was for.

*

*

*
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Cross Examination
By Mr. Spence:

*

*

*

Q Tell the Court and the jury, if you will, why you did not order
that removed? A In my judgment, the so-called structure was a [39]
part of the operation in which the company I guess was intending to
prevent an accident such as electrocution by running into wires, overhead power wires. And if this structure stopped the vehicles from going
through and doing this ~:ort of thing, I think that was part of the safety
measure that they were practicing.
Q In your judgrn~t, did you consider whether or not this structure might also cause injury to persons?
[40]

*

*

*

A Of course, therr!'s always a possibility of injuries. But in a case
of preventing injuries or a case of liability injury, you have no alternative
but to accept chance. And, of course, if a vehicle went through this and
caught the bed in the top of the structure, I would assume that it would
have taken away the bed and not hurt the rest of the vehicle. And I don't
know whether the personnel could have been injured by a sudden jolt
or something of that sort.

By Mr. Spence:
Q How do you feel the bed would have been taken away? Can
you describe that a little rnore fully for the jury, please?
[41]

*

*

*

A All right. The truck is a heavy vehicle. In an empty situation
with the body up in this case where it would strike the bar above, I
would think that unless there was something real strong holding it, it
would give way.

The Court: Well, that's what he wants to know. That is what Mr.
Cerick objects to. The Court would sustain it if you don't know whether
something holds that [42: or not.

.[44]

*

*

*

Now again, if you can tell us what part of that truck did you anticipate in reaching your judgment would give way if it struck that
structure? A I would think the pin holding the dump bed in the
rear would give way or some bracket thereof holding the pin would
give way.

*

* *

Now, directing your attention to the time prior to 1968, I believe
you mentioned in your earlier testimony that you did act for Lorton
as Chairman of the safety committee? A That's right.

Q Tell us if you will a little more fully what you did in that capacity. A We received reports and made studies of accidents and
reported to the Director in any instance where it was necessary and did
corrective measures.
Q How long did you serve in that capacity? A Oh, I'd say six
or seven years. I'm not certain.
[45]

*

*

*

Redirect Examination
By Mr. Cerick:

*

*

*

Now, when you are sitting in a truck and your truck hits high tension wires, of course you have got rubber tires right on the ground. I mean
that's pretty [46] obvious, isn't it? A Yes. It would, under normal
conditions, give you insulation. However, if some part of the body
struck the ground, it would short.

Q Pardon me? A If some part of the body struck the ground,
it would short to the ground and your tires as insulation would not act.
Q Isn't, in that circumstance, the danger that you are trying to
point out about the striking of the high tension wires if the wire comes
into the cab and encounters the driver? A You are asking me to
imagine some things that I don't know could happen-would happen
in a specific instance. It's quite possible. The man might be going fast
enough that the cables would cut through and short through the man
from one end of the cable to the other that was broken. I'm not-
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Q

(Interposing) So :hat if the cable would come down on the
man, that's the danger in at1 electrical type of incident; is this correct?
A Either that or if he was in between the two ends that might come in
to complete a circuit.

*

[49]

*

*

Q This structure thrcugh here (indicating), what does that refer
to? A That is the guard for the bed to avoid problems in material
dropping over the cab.
Q Let the record show that what I was pointing to is this- A
(Interposing) Shield.
Q

(Continuing) -cah shield; is that what they call it? And that's
used to protect the driver in the loading operation? A Yes, I suppose
so. That might be-

Q (Interposing) You are not sure?

A
That might be the
only case where it would be a protection. And again, in other instances
it might not be.

Q The relative strength of the metal protecting [50] the driver
here above him is not too st:~ong (indicating), is it? A Oh, it's never
more than about ten gauge r:1etal.

Q What is that? That doesn't mean too much to me.
bly an eighth of an inch.

A

Proba-

Q Eighth of an inch? Okay.
You are familiar with the mechanism of the injury that took place
to Lonnie Coleman? A No, sir.

Q But you do feel that what would happen would be one of these
right rear pins would shear and- A (Interposing) I would say the
right rear or the left rear. It doesn't make any difference, one or the
other. When you raise this up (indicating), there's a certain amount of
fulcrum pressure there that :s exerted when there is a slanted portion of
the frame. Then if you shove it up against it, there is no way else to
shear it except to break the bracket or the pin.

Q Doesn't that tear out some machinery in here, too (indicating)? A It could. It could in some trucks. It could tear out the lift
mechanism.
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Q And if just one of the pins sheared or both of [51] them, let's
take it, doesn't that cause the bed to come slamming down from the rear
to where the driver is sitting? A It depends on whether something is
holding it here to prevent it (indicating).
Q Well, assume that the truck went through that iron bar and
then answer my last question.
through?

A

Assuming that the truck went

Q Yes, that it kept on going; that the bar didn't stop it.
and all?

A Bed

Q Assume that the bed came down. A '\Vell, if the bed came
back down, it would come down with a crash.
Q With a great force, you would say? A I couldn't say how
much or what. Some of the lifting mechanism might be holding-

*

[52]

*

*

Mr. Cerick: The Interrogatory that I'd like to read is Question
Number 5 in the first set of Interrogatories that was sent to the District
of Columbia which reads as follows: "1-beam as erected on November
6, '68, installed on your property. Therefore, did the accident occur on
your property?" The Answer, "1-beam near property line but on District of Columbia property. Some incidents apparently occurred on District of Columbia property, some apparently occurred on Vulcan
Materials land." That's all.

*

*

*

Robert Osborne,

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would you state your full name, sir?

*

[60]

*

A

Robert Osborne.

*

Q By whom are you employed? A By Vulcan Materials Company.

*

*

*
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Q What is your position right now, sir?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A Area manager of Northern Virginia.

Q There was a time when you were working at this location? A
Yes, sir. I was superintendent.

Q When did you first become superintendent of that [61] location? A January, 1957.

Q Did you continue in that capacity until after the accident involving Lonnie Coleman took place? A Yes, sir.

*

*

*

Q Is it correct that bef,)re that installation with the seven-eighths
of an inch cable was up, there was nothing there? Somebody did come
through there and tear down the then Alexandria Water Company lines?
A Yes.

Q Then you put up the so-called bed or body catcher? A
That's right.

*

(62]

*

*

Q The bed or body catcher was up, obviously, when the photo
was taken in about '64?
A Yes.

*

*

*

Q Is it correct that at least four times a driver coming through
there with the bed up struck that body catcher prior to that incident
with the Water Authority in '68? A I'm not positive of four. I'm right
positive of three.

*

*
The Court: They hit the body catcher. Did any one of these drivers
hit the power lines?

*

[63]

The Witness: No, sir.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Then there was that occasion on Sunday, April 12, '68, when
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a Euclid came through there and did tear down the body catcher and
also the parallel lines, too? A Yes, sir.

Q I take it that caused you and the company some concern? A
Yes, sir.

*

[64]

*

*

Q As I understand it, Vepco was called in on an emergency basis
to get the service back? A Yes, sir.

*

*

*

Q That's not my full question. Is it correct that [65] the pole on
the side closest to the Water Authority was sheared or tom down on
that occasion? A The pole was right in the center of this (indicating).
The Court: The pole was where?
The Witness: Right in the center of the road, one way traffic each
way.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Is it further correct that there happened to be known to you
another telephone pole that was five feet longer than the one that had
been there and you installed it at that site where the other one had been?
A Yes, approximately five feet. Vepco installed it.

Q Is it further correct that the only thing that was done to the
next pole that we would see on the other side of this downward route
was that it was straightened? A The pole below there, crossbars,
whatever you call them, those wires was replaced, not the pole.
Q The pole remained at the same height? A Yes, sir.

Q I see.
Is it further correct that after this occurred that you personally
supervised the erection of this I-beam [66] as we see in the photograph
that has been admitted into evidence? A Yes.

Q And that installation was done on April 23, 1968? A I'm
not sure of the date. It was shortly after the accident. I'm not sure of the
date.

*

*

*
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Is it correct that on the day of the accident to Lonnie-

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q (Continuing)-that the power lines were about ten feet above
the 1-beam? A No, sir; I don't think they were that far.
[67]

Q Something close to it? A I would say close to it, yes, sir.

Q The net effect of raising that as done in this area is represented
by leaving the pole on the o:1e side of the road the same height and raising the pole on the other side five feet. That's- A (Interposing)
The pole was five feet, approximately five feet longer than the one that
was in there.

Q That's the amoun: of raising that you did at that time? A
I'm not positive it was raised that much at that time.
Q The company had some expense involved with that [68] mcident on April12, '68; is this not correct? A Yes.
Q You had to pay V1!pco for emergency service. You had to pay
the Water Authority for lo;s of revenue. A I believe that's correct,
yes, sir.
Q Then you had the expense which you elected to do of putting
up this beam. A Yes, sir.

Q Now, would you c.escribe the beam? Or would you say that
these pictures that are already in evidence fairly and accurately describe it? A I can do eith~~r one. The beam was made-constructed of
eighteen-inch 1-beam legs aad a bar across the top. And the photo you
have is the 1-beam.

Q It's braced as shown in those pictures? A Yes, sir.
Q Is it correct it is fourteen feet six inches high? A I believe
that's correct, yes, sir.
Q

Same level that the cable was?

A Yes, sir.

Q Is it further correct that if a Euclid had come through here
with its bed up, if a Euclid ·)ed is fully extended, this would be of sufficient height to strike the [69] power line? A Yes, sir.
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Q But that based on certain measurements that you have made
of the type of truck that Lonnie was driving, it would have been from
seventeen to nineteen feet high when it would have been fully extended?
A I believe the truck is longer than that. I'm not positive with the bed
in the air.

Q You've made certain measurements at our request and answered these before, haven't you? A Well, I have a note on that, if I
may refer to it. I don't recall it right offhand.
Q Would you like to do that at this time? A It was eighteen
feet four with the bed down on the truck in traveling position. It was
three feet ten inches from the ground to the bottom of the bed which
would make it twenty-five feet and two inches.

Q So the type of truck that Lonnie was driving was now with the
bed up, you say, twenty-five feet in the air? A I would say yes, sir,
it would be close to that.
Q You are right sure that is not seventeen to nineteen feet? [70]
A The one that I measured was eighteen-or whatever I said there,
eighteen four.
Q The eighteen four, aren't you talking about fully extended?
With the bed down in traveling position.

A

Q Well, how then is it going to get under that I-beam if that's
your measurement? The cab is going to go into the I-beam with thatA (Interposing) You're talking about the bed extended in the air; is
that right?
Q That is right. You \Vere saying with the bed down. I think it's
a question of terminology. A I measured it with the bed down and
then the distance to the ground.
[72]

*

*

*

Q Well, any time a truck went through, it is going to hit the Ibeam if that's so. A No, sir. If he comes through with his bed in the
air, he'll hit the beam, yes, sir.

Q But you are saying that the measurement, the best you could
find of the type of truck that Lonnie drove at the time of the accident,
like this (indicating) is nineteen feet? A With the bed straight in the
air.
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Q That's what I'm tr:ring to get from you.
The Court: That's wl:.at he's trying to get at, Mr. Osborne, with
the bed down.
The Witness: Oh, you re talking about with the bed down. I'd say
approximately twelve feet, tNelve and a half.

*

[75]

*

*

Q Is it correct that t b.e only sign as shown in those pictures that
was maintained when Lonnie was hurt and leading up to that was that
sign that says, "Drive slow, bump"? A No, sir. There are two signs
on each side of that. There: s a big, wide sign, white with red letters. It
says, "Keep right. Drive slJw. Water pipe underground."

Q All right. I accep·: that. There is no posted speed limit? A
No, sir.
Q Fifteen miles per hour was an acceptable speed going through
there? [76] A Yes, sir. \Ne would accept fifteen.

Q There is no markjng denoting the extent of clearance of the
1-beam? A Other than visible, no, sir.
Q Was any effort made by you, the superintendent or others above
you to ask the Fairfax Cou:1ty Water Authority permission to raise the
lines a little further?
[77]

*
A

[78]

*

*

For myself, no, sir.

*

*

Q Is it correct that you conducted safety meetings which your
own employees attended? A. Yes, sir.
Q Is it further corn: ct that drivers of independent contractors
such as W. A. Campbell, R. L., did not attend these meetings? A No,
sir, they did not.

Q So that's correct? A They did not attend the meetings.
That's right.
Q And they weren't asked to or required to?
have been asked to.

A Yes, sir. They
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Q They have been required to? A No, sir.

Q The purpose of installing the 1-beam was to stop a truck; is
this correct? [79] A Yes, sir.
Q Was the man hurt when the power lines were tom down in
April of '68? A No, sir.

*

[80]

*

*

Q Is it correct that the District of Columbia did authorize and
were aware of the erection of the I-beam? A They did not authorize
it but they were aware of it.

Q At all times from April23, '68, on? A Yes, sir.

Q And they obviously permitted it to remain there. A Yes, sir.

*

[83]

*

*

Q Is it correct that the supervisors of Lorton were in and about
the premises? A There were supervisors there, yes.

Q The premises meaning where the 1-beam was.
Did the company ever consider putting up any sort of signal device
there at this site instead of the 1-beam?
[84]
A

*

*

*

*

*

*

No, sir, not to my knowledge.

[85]

Cross Examination
By Mr. Spence:

Q Mr. Osborne, you answered earlier, I think, that this April,
1968, accident when the Euclid ran out through all the lines and everything caused you some concern? A Yes.
Q Can you tell the jury why that caused you concern? (86] A
Well, we had done something that we said we wouldn't do. We put the
water company out of business again.

Q All right.
Now, after that accident did you examine the Euclid itself? A
Yes, sir.
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Q What did you find, if anything? A At the top of the cab
shield on it, it was burned just like an electric welder or torch spotted
through it, all the way across it.
Q What effect, if anything, did that have on you? A Well, it
kind of scared me. If a mar, had got throwed out or something while he
hit those lines, the effects cf what would have happened to him. They
assured me that there is enough stuff there to kill a man.
Q All right.
You say that the pole that's between these two roads here (indicating) was sheared at the tin1e of this accident. Is that correct-between
these two roads, the into and out of- A (Interposing) Yes, sir.

Q (Continuing)-was sheared by that truck?
[87] After April, 1968, when the lines were placed and this structure was placed there, can you tell us what the height of that structure
was? A The height of the structure was fourteen feet, fourteen five, I
believe, something like that.

Q Was that height Clanged any time between April and November 6, 1968? A Of the st::ucture?
Q Yes. A No, sir.

Q All right.
Now, directing your attention to the lines, the electrical lines and so
forth that went across then, can you tell us the height above the ground
of those lines after they were placed in April of 1968?

*

[88]

*

*

A The lowest line w:1s twenty and a half feet. And then it went
to twenty-one feet. And then there was two smaller wires, telephone
wires, I believe, approximately two feet under the lowest wire.

*

*

*

Let me ask you, that was what kind of wire now? A Small wires.
I believe they were comn1unication wires from high service to low
service.

Q Are they electrical lines? A Not high voltage lines.

Q Were there any electrical lines, to your knowledge, lower than
twenty feet?

A No, sir.
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Q Were there any changes made in that condition of the height
of the lines until November 6, 1968? A No, sir.
[89]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Now, were these rules ever personally communicated by you to Mr.
Coleman?
[90]

A Yes,sir.
The Court: Did you do it?
[91]

The Witness: Yes, sir.

*

Q Now, referring back to April, 1968, you said that this cable
arrangement was struck approximately how many times?
mately three 'that I can think of.

A Approxi-

Q Three times? A Yes, sir.
Q Between April, 1968, and November 6, 1968, was this I-beam
arrangement that you erected after April of '68 ever struck during that
intervening time? A No, sir, not to my knowledge.

Q If it happened, would you have known about it? A I think
so, yes, srr.

Q All right.
Were you, during that period of time, serving as superintendent of
this property? A Yes, sir.

[95]

*

*

*

Q Now, will you tell us approximately how many trucks or vehicles might go to this structure in a given typical day relating back now
to at or about the time of the accident, November 6, 1968? A How
many trucks will go under there in a day?

Q Yes, sir. How many would go by here and under here (indicating)? A I'd say in a ten-hour working period which they work there,
easily five hundred.

Q

Five hundred? A Yes, sir.
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[102]

* * *
Emtet Rodney Anders,

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:

Q Would you state your full name, sir? A Emet Rodney Anders.
[103]

*

*

*

Q By whom are you employed? A Virginia Department of
Highways.

*

*

*

Q Where were you e1nployed in connection with your job with
the highway department on that day? A That particular day, I was
working at the American Asphalt Plant.

Q Can you describe vrhere the American Asphalt Plant is in relation to the Vulcan quarries? A It is beyond Vulcan quarry at Occoquan. You have to pass through Vulcan property to get to the asphalt
plant.
[104]

*

*

*

Q On the day that Mr. Coleman was injured, did you have occasion to proceed in this direcdon at this point (indicating) ? A Yes, I
did.

*

*

*

Q Did there come a time when you noticed a truck later involved
in the accident coming off th~ stockpile?
[105]

*

*

*

A Well, I first noticed him on the stockpile. I didn't pay any more
attention to him because tru:ks are always up there. But when I noticed
him, he was coming down here (indicating) .
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Q What occurred as far as your car was concerned? A Well,
he came on towards us. His bed didn't go down. So I asked Mr. Simms
to stop to see what would happen. And I turned and looked back.

Q Over how long a period did you observe the truck? Over what
distance did you observe the truck? A I'd say about four or five
seconds I actually [106] observed it, I'd say, when I really turned to look.
I didn't look at it until we got past-turned around to look at it.

'*

*

*

Q Did you have the opportunity when your vehicle was stopped
to observe the speed of this truck? A Yes, I believe.

Q What is your best estimate as to the speed at which it was proceeding? A I'd say ten to fifteen miles an hour.
[108]

'*

'*

'*

Q What is the condition as to noise in this area? A Yes. It
could get very noisy in there with the motors-the engines running. Yes.

Q I see.
Did you observe anything with reference to the driver's window side,
the driver's side window? A I believe it was open on his side.
Q Did his truck pass the vehicle which you were seated in?
Yes. He passed me.

A

Q Was their any effort on your part or Mr. Simms' part to notify
the driver? A Not on my part there wasn't any.

Q Do you recall on anybody else's part? A I don't believe Mr.
Simms did, either.
Q What was the closest point it came to you? [109]

A I imag-

ine side by side, we were about ten feet apart.

Q What was the noise condition at that time? A We had the
windows up in Mr. Simms' car. And I don't know, really, whether it was
very noisy or not.
Q I see.
Now, did you observe the bed?

A Yes, I did.

Q What is your best recollection as to the approximate height of
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where the bed was, if you k11ow? A
in a raised position.

Well, I did notice the bed was up

Q Could you elaborate on that any further as to the amount of
elevation? A No. I'm not that familiar with dump trucks. But it
seemed to be in its fullest extended position.
Q Did you observe the impact? A Yes, just for a second.

Q Tell us what you observed. A It hit the crossbar. And then
the truck dropped and

roll•~d

forward. Then I didn't see it any more.

Q When you say, "t:h.e truck dropped"- A (Interposing) It
was kind of raised up off th~~ [110] ground by the impact. It goes downhill right underneath the crossbar.
Q What part of th(: truck did you see drop? A The front
portion.

Q I see. With respect to the rear? A I couldn't say whether the
rear came off the ground or not.
[112]

*

*

*

C:ross Examination
By Mr. Spence:
Q Mr. Anders, you s=tid you had been in that area, I think, assigned to the asphalt plant in April of 1967? A That's right.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q Approximately ho,v many days a week during that year did
you actually go to the asphalt plant? A I'd say mostly to the asphalt
plant-1 was over [113] there at least five days a week with the exception of maybe one day, possibly a month, that I would be someplace else.

Q Was it a usual or tmusual sight to see trucks on that pile with
their beds up in the air? A On the piles, no.
[114]

*

*

*

Q Was it usual or unusual to see trucks with their beds up along
this road (indicating)? A It would be unusual.

*

*

*
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Q Had you ever seen a truck during that period of time with
its bed up prior to this time? A No, I can't say I had.
[116]

*

*

*

Q Allright.
Now, during the times that you have passed by under this beam,
can you tell us whether or not it was observable? In other words, was it
obscured by any sort of trees or bushes or anything of that nature? A
No, it wasn't.

*

*

*

Q Directing your attention to Defendants' Exhibit Number 7, the
road that runs at right angles to the stockpile, the road that does go to
the asphalt plant, can you tell us at what point, if you were approaching
coming from the asphalt plant going towards this structure, approximately where would this structure become visible to a person? A Oh,
about a hundred yards, I would say.
[117]

*

*

*

Q It was not obscured in any way during that period of time?
A No.

Q As you approached then from that one hundred yard point, it
was readily observable all that period of time? A The top. As you
got closer, you could see.
[118]

*

*

*

Donald Eugene Munsey,

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would you state your full name, sir?
Munsey.

*

*

A Donald Eugene

*

Q By whom are you employed? A Virginia Electric and Power
Company.
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[119]

*

*

*

*

*

Q What was your pcsition in April of '68? A I was assistant

general foreman in Woodbridge.

*

Q Did there come a time when you, Vepco, was called in to do
some emergency work in that area in April of '68? A Yes, sir.
[120]

*

*

*

Q Would you give n1e your best idea as to how long it took?
A No, sir. Here again I ca:1 guess, say five or six, maybe less time than
that, maybe a little more.

Q Five or six hours? A Yes, sir.

*

*

*

Q Could you describe the nature of the line itself? [ 121] A
The only thing I can say th.lt I remember was a pole. And it was four,
five conductors which is win: on the pole, if that's what you mean. As far
as the other nature, I don't know what you mean by that.
[122]

*

*

*

Q Would you descril:e fully what you had to do to get service

back on that day? A Well, we had to install another pole and tie the
conductors or put the conductors back up on the pole, the wires.
[123]
* * *
Q Let's assume that you, instead of having to come in on an emergency basis as you have just described, had been asked to come in there
on the same day, no accident had taken place, and you had been asked
to raise the lines ten feet. "''auld you compare the extent of work that
that operation \Vould have required with the work that you had to do
on April12, '68? A I would say it would probably have taken longer.
It depends on the extent of what they wanted done.
In other words, when we were putting this up, the wires were completely de-energized. In other words, there was no voltage in them at all.
And if they would have wanted them raised then, the question of time
would have been-the wires as energized keep everybody in service and
like this nature. And it could have been-we would have asked to have
the conductors raised. We "'·auld have to have dug a hole maybe three
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or four hours, maybe as much as a day digging a hole whereas in this
case we didn't have to dig a hole.
A

[124] Q Were you in a hurry to get the service back on that day?
Well, we work all emergencies in a hurry but we still work safe.

Q You indicated that with the normal work crew, the other took
five or six hours. Would the situation I outlined to you just a moment
ago have taken more than a day? A It all depends on the trouble it
would have taken. In other words, raising your conductors you could
have saved ten feet. You might have had to splice them out. I don't
know.
Q Did you have to do some splicing on an emergency basis?
Not as I remember.

A

Q Were there lines broken? A No, sir, not as I can remember.
I think the top of the pole just snapped and all your wires went to the
ground.

Q Would the raising method have taken as much as two days?
A

It could have.

Q It could have been less? [125] A It could have been less.

*

*

*

Cross Examination

By Mr. Spence:

*

*

*

Q You say these lines don't actually belong to Vepco? A No,
sir.

Q Do you know who they belong to? A No, I do not.
Q You couldn't say whether they were the water company's or
Vulcan's or anyone else's?
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[129]

*

*

*

Tom A. Hawkins,

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would you state your full name, sir?

*

*

*

*

*

*

A

Tom A. Hawkins.

Q By whom are you employed? A Virginia Electric and Power
Company.

Q Out of which office do you work? A Woodbridge.
[130]

*

*

*

Q

Now, what do your duties involve with Vepco? A Well,
constructing lines and maintaining lines, overhead and underground.

Q Are you in some supervisory capacity?
supervisor.
[132]

*

*

A

Yes, I am. I'm a

*

Q Were you notified ,.vhen this incident occurred on April12, '68,
when the lines went out that were torn down? A If my memory serves
me correct, this was private wire. This does not belong to Virginia
Electric and Power Company. And it's a 2400-volt circuit, I believe.
And I did get a call o:1 a radio that one of the poles had beenhad fallen over, if I'm right. And I was dispatched up there to supervise
the men putting this back ·1p, this wire back up in position. And this
was, I believe, from one of the companies involved. I don't know which
one it was.
[133]

*

*

*

Q Can you recall about how long it took you to complete the
operation? A I would sar approximately three and a half, four hours.
Q Would you describe fully what operations you undertook to
complete the job? A It's been a long time. Maybe I can-it seems to
me that the pole was-had fallen over and some wires were laying on
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the ground. And we put-pulled the pole back up in position. And we
had to repair some of the wires. And we put them back up in position.

Q When you say repair the wires, will you tell us more what you
mean about that? A Well, when you repair wire, if it's broken in the
center you have to put it back together with a sleeve or compression
sleeve of ·whatever size wire it would be to make a continuous line. Or if
it was a double dead end, [134] you would break it up and dead end
it in a dead end shoe if you want to put it this way. This particular pole,
I believe, was a straight line pole. I'm not sure, but I believe it was.

Q Does this operation you just told us about have a name? A
Splicing and repairing conductors, yes, if you want to put it this way.

Q Now, you referred earlier to your experience of occasionally
raising lines. Would you assume that instead of having to come in there
on an emergency basis that you'd be asked to come in with your crew,
whatever size crew you would need, and instead of working on an emergency basis you were asked to raise the lines ten feet. V\Tould you compare
that operation which you have done, as I understand, on a number of
occasions with the operation that you undertook on April 12, '68, as to
time involved and complications? A Well, let me say this. Ordinarily
if it is Vepco's wires, we get the crews that are sufficient to raise the
wire up. But on this situation where it was a private wire, we seldom do
this unless it's an emergency that, say, the water company or something
like this needs some help, you know, to keep their pumps going, if I have
[ 135] answered your question.

Q

No, sir. But I'd just like you then to further assume that it was
a Vepco wire and not a private wire.
Mr. Spence: He said it's not a Vepco wire. I don't think he can
assume that it is.
The Court: Well, he is trying to get him to say the difficulty in
raising the wire as compared to the difficulty in splicing it. Is it more
difficult, less difficult or a similar operation?
The Witness: Well, if it's-it is more difficult to splice the wire
than it is to raise the wire, if you want to put it this way, because you
have to splice it before you can raise it. That is if it's broken.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would the work that you did on April 12, '68, have been more
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difficult and hazardous than a raising operation? A Would it have
been more hazardous?

Q Is it more difficult and hazardous than the raising operation?
A To splice, you are speaking of?

Q Yes. Compare the raising on a nonemergency basis with the
emergency splicing operation as to hazard. [136] A Let me answer
it this way. Maybe it would be a little bit better. If you had the tools
and the equipment there, it's just as easy to splice the wire and raise it
up than it is to just go ahead and raise it up. What you have to do, ·
you have to have the equipment on either job you are doing. You have
to have the equipment there:.
Q Can you give me some idea of about how long the raising
operation would take? A Well, let me say it is different size wires.
Some wires you can take ar.d pick them up. Some of them you can't do
it. You have to use a little riH to go put it up there.

Q Are you speaking about a matter of hours? A Well, if you
had to splice the wires and all, it would take you three to four hours to
do it. If the wires are not broken, maybe two hours, two and a half
hours.
Q If you just raise them? A Right. That is put them back in
position on a broken pole. It all depends on what's on the pole.

*

*

*

Cross Examination
By Mr. Spence:
Q Do you know the: voltage carried by these lines? [137]
Well, they are private lines but I believe it is 2400.

A

Q 2400? A Yes, sir.
Q How many lines are there each carrying 2400? A Well, I
believe there's two circuits on this one pole, one top and one bottom.

Q So that would be a total of- A

(Interposing) Six wires.
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*

[140]

*

*

Vernon Calvin Kyle, Sr.,

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Mr. Kyle, would you state your full name? A
Vernon Calvin Kyle.

*

[141]

*

My name is

*

Q What kind of work do you do? A Truck driver.
Q Who do you work for? A Raymond Campbell, R. L. Campbell.

*

*

*

Q Are you familiar with this aerial photo and that site? Have you
seen that before?

A Yes, sir.

[142] Q What is it?
the quarry and back in.

A That's the trail up and down out of

Q At what location? A Occoquan.
Q Approximately how long did you work at that location? A
Well, I started stockpiling there for them along in '63, '64. Then when
I didn't-I hauled out on the road if I didn't stockpile.

Q About how much stockpiling did you do from '64 on? A
Well, towards the last year and a half I was regularly every day there.

Q The last year and a half? A Yes, sir.
Q

Up to what?

A

Stockpiling.

Q Did you have an occasion to see any part of what took place
on November 6, 1968, when Lonnie was injured? A ~did.

*

*

*

[143] Q What is the stockpiling operation? What does it consist of? A Well, they have different size stone, different size places,
different beds for each size stone. And most of the time now they've got
their piles marked. You get it out of a certain bin. Then I know when
I got on the hill where it belonged.

Q What was the way they handled it as far as where you were
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supposed to drop your load? A Well, we just had to truck it. We
had to truck what was used. We trucked it with ten-wheel tandems.

Q What kind of truck were you driving? A I was driving a
1967 GMC 7500.

Q I see. Was that the truck you were driving when Lonnie was
hurt? A Yes, sir, that's f1e truck I was driving. That [144] was my
regular truck.

Q Did that truck have a particular number? A ST-38.
Q Okay.
How did it compare in size with the truck that Lonnie was driving?
A It was the same, the saJne truck, the same year, same model, same
make and the some body.

Q Was there any difference in the body between the two trucks?
A Yes, sir.

Q Tell us what was the difference. A Well, the body of the
truck I had worked fine. Tl.e lever would go down. The body would go
down any time you pushed :.t. This T -39, I used it for a few days there.
And I come close to almost doing the same thing he done. I happened
to catch it, put it back. And I see that it didn't come down. And I
pushed it again and it finall v come down. So I took it back. I got rid of
that truck.

Q Pardon me? A [ took it in, got rid of it just as soon as I
could get rid of it because I didn't want to drive nothing like that.
[145] Q Who did the maintenance on this truck? A Well, at
that time-at that time I bejeve, if I am not mistaken, I believe Charlie
Clemon was the mechanic.

Q Who did he work for? A W. A.
Q What type of maintenance did they do on those trucks? A
Well, just whatever they could get by with.

Q Would you describe a little bit more to the jury what you meant
by that lever and what wculd happen? A Well, it-the lever, you
could push. The bolts and st1ff was loose and needed tightening in them.
The lever-you could push it over that rough ground and if it vibrated,
it would maybe work that far (indicating). It would lock the valve in
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the pump. It wouldn't let your body come down but it would hold it,
you see, this hydraulic.

Q Now, would you describe for the jury what you did to bring
the bed up? A Well, you have to pull them all back. You had to pull
the power off the gear that runs your transmission. Then you release.
You pull it back to tighten the valve. Your body moves up and dumps
and then it trips your gate. [ 146] You unload it. You pull up; you push
it again. You have to push them both, see, to get them back down.
Q How many levers do you have to push to get the truck down?
A Well, you have to push one to let your body down. You have to push
one to take your power takeoff out of gear.

Q That lever that brings the bed down, which way do you push
it? A Well, both of them push forwards to come down. Back, you
come up towards the seat.
[150]

*

*

*

Q Now, were you stock'piling on the day that Lonnie was hurt?
A

Yes, sir.

A

Yes.

Q Did there come a time when you saw his vehicle proceeding?
[151]

*

*

*

The Court: Where were you when you saw him hit it? Which way
were you going?
The Witness: I was going to the stockpile.
The Court: You were going to the stockpile. You were right there
when he hit it. Did you see him before he hit it?
The Witness: Yes, sir.
The Court: Where was he when you first saw him?
The Witness: When I first seen him, he was coming from the
stockpile.
[152]

*

*

*

Would you give us your best estimate as to how far you were
away from Lonnie's truck when you first saw it as you've testified? A
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Well, when I first saw it, I guess it was about approximately two hundred yards. I was pulling up out of the hole loaded. And he was coming
out of the stockpile.

Q You were going i a the opposite direction? A Yes. I was
going to meet him.

Q Did you have the opportunity to observe the estimated approximate speed that Lonnie wa:; proceeding on that day? A I would say
between fifteen and twenty xniles an hour.

Q Now, did you hav~~ the opportunity to observe with reference
to the bed where it was? A. Yes, sir. It looked to me like it was about
a quarter of the ways down.
Q From having been fully extended? A No. It wasn't fully
extended.
[153]

Q You mean about a quarter of the ways down? A Yes,

sir.

Q Now, you made earlier reference to certain problems you had
with that truck. Did that t1uck have a number? A Yes, sir, T-39.

Q Would you describe in more detail the problems that you had
with this truck? A Yes, ~ir. I was stockpiling with it. I used it for a
day or two until my truck was repaired. And I used it. It almost got me
there.
Q What do you mean by that? A The valve locked. I pushed
the levers. I pushed the le,rers to go and the valve goes back on me,
stopped it. I had luck. I had mirrors. I seen. I stopped until it went
down. Usually we trip it and we keep it going. We close the tailgate and
we go back on to the plant sometimes. Sometimes the plant runs hard
and kept us busy.
[154]

*

*

*

Q Before that day, hew long had he been stockpiling? A Well,
he was stockpiling two week::.
[159]

*

*

*

Q Mr. Kyle, His Honor has said that you can tell us what that
conversation was that you had with Mr. Mullins and what he said to
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you immediately after the accident took place, what Mr. Mullins said.
A Oh, Carl Mullins. I went back and dumped my load and that's after
he went through the overpass, caught the !-beam. And back there I
said, "Lonnie done tore up." He said-well, he said, "I told him if he
dumped that way again I was going to give him a kick."

*

*

*

Q When you got back to that site, did you see what pile Lonnie
had dumped on? A It appeared to me he dumped the fives on the
fifty-sevens.

Q How do you compare the size? A They're not too much
different in size. Five is a little bigger.
[160]

*

*

*

Q Did you leave the stockpile area yourself with your bed up on
occasion? A Yes, sir.

Q Did you, while working there continuously, personally learn of
other times when drivers struck the cable with the bed up? [161]
Yes, sir. I seen two others hit it, knock it down.

A

Q Are you aware of any others? A This was one of the big
Eucs that went through there before they put it up, tore those wires
down.

Q You actually saw two? A Not the big Euc, I didn't.
Q But the other two? A The other two, I did.
Q You saw it happen? A Yes, sir. They were both colored
fellows.

Q Were you aware of any others? A Yes, sir; Lonnie Coleman.
Q When you would leave the stockpile area with your bed up,
what would you then do? A Well, I would-as I moved along from
the stockpile, I would push the lever. By the time I got overhead, my
body was down.

Q Now, how long have you been doing this type of work? A
Well, I have been-! started along there-it was '63 or '4 I started
there. I just don't at all remember.
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Q Truck driving itself? [162] A Truck driving-I've been
truck driving around approximately thirty years.
Q What was the rest of the equipment on this truck that Lonnie
was driving? What state wa~ it in on the day of this accident?

*

*

*

The Witness: You mean the last time I drove it?
Mr. Cerick: Yes.
The Court: Drove Nmnber 39.
The Witness: Yes, sir. I used it a couple of months before that.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q In what condition was the mirror, do you recall at that time?
A Well, the mirrors, as I recall at that time, are okay. That's how I
was able to spot the body.

Q How about the rest of the truck?
really good except the release valves.

A

Well, the rest of it was

[163] Q Did it co1ne to your attention that any maintenance
was done to that lever or release valve? A Not to my knowing.

Q Now, did you haYe occasion to examine the truck Lonnie was
driving right after the accident? A Yes, sir. I did that evening after
I quit. I went on over back ·where they had pulled it.
Q Where was it resting when you looked at it? A
just under the bank where 1he old scales used to be.

Right around

The Court: How far from the scene of the accident do you think?
The Witness: From where they stuck it when he got hurt?
The Court: Yes, sir.
The Witness: I guess around fifty, seventy-five yards.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Had there been any repairs done to it by that time?
sir.

Q Did you look it ouer pretty good?
parts of it.

A

No,

A I looked at some couple
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[1'64] Q Would you tell us in some detail what you found? A
Well, I found-when I went to the stockpile, as I crossed over it after
he hit the 1-beam, I found a piece of the bell laying in the road. That's
off the motor that the transmission goes to.

Q Bell housing? A Yes, sir.
Q Where does that come in? A It connects around the block.
Then your transmission connects into this.

Q Is that rear or front? A Rear.
[165]
* * *
The Court: The bell housing was lying in the [ 166] road?

The Witness: Yes, sir, a piece of it. It was coming right from here
(indicating) .
The Court: All right. Turn it around so the jury can see.
The Witness: Right about under here (indicating). Right off the
back of your block, a piece of it split off and laid in the road.

*

*

*

Q Did you observe the cab shield area? A Yes, sir.
Q What did you see there? A See, this right here was torn
and turned up (indicating) .

Q You mean this on the right? A Yes, sir. It was torn in here
near here (indicating).

Q Did you have occasion to see the damage in that area where the
impact was? A The impact was right along here (indicating). It's a
little clearance. The body lights go on here on the cab shield (indicating). That's your parking lights or [167] your little running lights
(indicating). Your running lights is here (indicating), your main headlights (indicating). And there's a little light that goes on there. Just
about in there is where it caught (indicating) . That is where he caught
the 1-beam, right along in here (indicating).
Q Did you examine the rear of the truck? A Yes, sir.

Q

What did you see there? A Right back here on this, right
under here (indicating), you know, it's a hinge that goes up off your
subframe. Then there's another hinge that comes down like this from
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your body where your body Jits on (indicating). Then your body comes
down and hangs in this loop (indicating) . Then there is a six-inch pin
that goes through there where it holds it together. That's where the back
of your hinge is. That's what O.olds the back of your body.
The Court: What did yt)U find?
The Witness: I found this lip broke. This lip broke on the back
comer right here where the pin goes through (indicating).
By Mr. Cerick:
Q How big a piece? [168] A It was broken. It was split back
on one side. The half of the h)le had broke out.

Q What's the approximate size of that, length? A Well, about
the size and length of it-weJ, the hole is about that big around that the
pin goes through (indicating). And just about that much of it broke out
(indicating), just enough to ··:hrow it off.

Q Is that the type of equipment on the other side of the truck
as well? A Yes, sir, same thing.

Q Did you observe that side? A That side was okay to me.
Q Did you see what happened as he struck the beam? A Yes,
sir. He went up in the air, picked the whole front up, the whole truck.
And it just looked like he shoved through until the tailgate hit the road.
His gates were open. He couldn't get his body down to close it.
Q Would it be up with the gate open as we see here (indicating)?
A Yes, sir.

Q With reference to t3e location of the beam, what did the truck
do? [169] A Well, the truck broke on the one side, the one end on the
left, the driver's side. It bro:{e it. It was broken loose, bent the 1-beam.
The Court: What happened?
The Witness: It bent tl.at 1-beam. It bent the 1-beam and knocked
it loose off the steel post.

*

*

*

Q Now, with referent:e to the bed, what happened? A Well,
it tore the cab shield. It tutned it up on the right like I'm telling you.
And then when it came down-
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Q

(Interposing) It came down?

A It came down and hit the

ground.

*

*

*

The Witness: The body flew down.

[170]
* * *
Q When you got back to the pile and talked to Carl Mullins, did
you see Vulcan people up there besides him? A Well, Mr. Byrd I
think was off out there somewhere-not Mr. Byrd but it was one of them
out there in the fields.

Q Where did this conversation you had with Carl Mullins take
place? A Well, right there where the 57 was. He was taking them
out for he dumped them in wrong.

Q What other Vulcan people did you see around? A Well, I
didn't see no more around then. Whether there was an actual truck
dumping out there or notQ
what?

(Interposing) Were there trucks going at the time?

A Was

Q What was the situation as far as noise was concerned at that
time? A Noise?
Q Was there noise?

[171]

*

*

*

A Well, the loader was running. He was busy with his loaders.
Then there was Eucs, you know. They will make a lot of noise, too.

Q What type of equipment, if any, did Eucs have to reduce the
sound? A Well, there isn't much you can do to them. Mr. Osborne
kept mufflers on them.

Q Did they go out on the road? A No, sir.

*

*

*

Q Over the period of time that you worked there, did you see
other drivers leave the stockpile area with their beds up? A Well,
there's a couple of them that I stopped, made them let them down.
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[172]
* * *
Q Can you tell, for '!xample, if you are driving a short distance
with the bed up necessaril~r how the truck handles if the bed is up? I
am referring now to the light body that he was driving. A Yes. If
you hit a dip or something, it will give you this (indicating) . With that
body giving you this, you are lifting your frame up.

Q Other than hitting a dip, can you really tell? A
low dip here and a high dip flere.

*

[175]

*

If you hit a

*

Cross Examination
By Mr. Spence:

*

*

*

Q Let me move a little closer. Prior to Lonnie Coleman's accident,
you indicated earlier to tl:.e jury that you did at one time drive this
truck? A Yes, sir.

Q T-39, the same truck? [176] A Yes, sir.

Q You say that there came a time that you were driving up here
in the stockpile area (ind:. cating) and as you were approaching this
1-beam, your bed was still u::?, remained up? A Yes, sir.

Q Tell us what appeared at that time, if you will, again? A I
stopped completely and let :~.t down.

Q You stopped completely and let it down? A Yes.

Q How did you kno\'r that that bed was still up? A I spotted it
through the mirror.
Q You looked through the mirror? A Yes, sir.
Q Was your driving any different during that period of time?
A Huh?

Q Did it drive any different during that period of time than it
would have if the bed were down? A Sure. That's how you keep
yourself safe.
[177]
* * *
Q How long before Mr. Coleman's accident did this occur? A
With me?

Q

Yes. A Around two months before that.
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Q All right.
Now, what did you do after that on that particular day with that
truck? Did you drive it any more? A I took it on in. I watched it
that day. I took it on in that evening and got my own.
[178]

*

*

*

Q Okay. At that point, then, you saw Mr. Coleman and he was
back up in this stockpile area? A (Indicating)

Q All right. About how far apart were you at that time? A
Approximately two hundred yards.

*

*

*

A

Yes, I did. I blinked my lights

Q Did you do anything on this particular occasion prior to Mr.
Coleman's accident to stop him?
twice.

Q Blinked your lights twice? A Yes.

Q Did you see anything come from Mr. Coleman's truck? A
He blinked back at me.

Q He blinked back at you. Did you ever discuss [179] this after
the accident with Mr. Coleman? A No, sir, not much. We talked a
little once in awhile when he was able to get around.
Q But he did blink his lights back at you after you blinked yours.
How many times did you blink yours? A I blinked my lights twice.
I was warning him.
Q Now, directing your attention to this time, I think you said a
couple of months prior to this "''hen the bed on the T-39 didn't come
down- A (Interposing) No, sir. That was locked.
Q (Continuing) -did you ever discuss that with Mr. Coleman
at any time? A Well, I told him a good while before he ever got a
hold of it.
Q What did you tell him? A Well, I told him we had one truck
up on the hill you had to watch stockpiling with it, T-39.
Q Did you tell him anything was wrong with it? A I told him
you had to watch the body.

Q Do you know how long this was prior to the accident? A
sir. It wasn't but a day or two.

No,
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Q Just a couple of da~'s then? [180]

*

*

A Yes.

*

Q Okay.
Were there any rules and regulations that had been communicated
to you about lowering the bed after a load was dumped? A Mr. Osborne had rules down there.
Q What were they, if you can tell us, about lowering the bed? A
Well, he said you should always have your bed down before you met the
overhead, to watch that overhead. That was the reason it was put up
there, to make you put it down before you got to those wires.

Q So you put the bc:d down prior to that time? A Prior to
getting to the overhead.
![181] Q I say the ndes as you understood them were to put the
bed down before getting to the overhead? A Yes, sir.

Q All right.
Now, do you know whether or not that was ever communicated
to Mr. Coleman? Did anyh)dy ever tell that to Mr. Coleman that you
know of personally? A 'Yes, sir. I explained it to him. "Be sure and
watch that overhead up ther·~."

Q Did you explain to him about putting the bed down? A I
told him he would have to have his bed down. You can't get through
without it.

Q How long prior to the accident was that when you told him
that? A Along when he first started. I guess around a week and a
half.

Q A week and a half after he first started? A No, along when
he first started.

Q Oh, when he first started? A
proximately around two wec:ks.
[182]

*

*

Yes. He was stockpiling ap-

*

Reclirect Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q As I understand it, you were coming up the hill when you first
saw it? A Yes, sir.
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Q Had you reached the I-beam? A No, sir.
Q When you blinked your lights, you say twice, how far would
you estimate Lonnie's truck was away from the I-beam? A Well,
when I blinked my lights, it looked to me like he was right-well,
maybe ten yards from it.
[183] Q The time that you almost hit the beam, how far were
you away from the beam? A I guess around thirty, about thirty
yards.

Q How did you spot it? A My mirror, mirror on the driver's
side.

Q Not the way the truck handled? A Well, I didn't pay it
any mind. When I saw it, my level started coming on down with that
lever shifting around.

Q It was the mirror on that occasion that saved you?
glanced in my mirror and seen it weren't down.

*

*

A And I

*

Recross Examination
By Mr. Spence:
Q In other words, Mr. Kyle, what you are saying on this particular occasion is if you watched your mirror and it didn't come down,
you would shake your valve; is that right? A Yes.

Q And you hit it again? A Yes.

Q But what alerted you on that occasion that the [184] bed was
still up was that you looked in your mirrors? A Yes.

*

*

*

Henry R. Gay,

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would you state your full name, sir?

*

*

*

A Henry R. Gay.

Q By whom are you employed? A Fairfax County Water
Authority.
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[185]

* * *
Q Now, did there ccme a time in April of '68 when something

unusual occurred on a Sunday?

*

A Yes, sir. We had a power outage.

*

*

Q Would you tell us what you observed in reference to this?
[ 186] A Yes, sir. There had been a truck belonging to Vulcan Materials Company that came and passed under a power line at the time
when its bed was elevated. And the bed caught the power lines and
severed several conductors and interrupted power.

Q Did you have occasion to observe \vhat damage was done?
Describe further the dama~·e that was done with reference to poles and
so forth. A As the truck had hooked the power conductors, several
of them were broken. I don't recall the exact number. And at least one
pole was completely broken off. And I believe one or two others were
dislodged in such a way that they were at an angle rather than being
vertical to the ground.
[187]

*

*

*

Q Do you know wh3.t work was done to correct the situation?
A One pole had to be replaced. And I believe in the case of the other
two poles, they were just righted. I don't believe the poles were replaced but they were just righted and reinstalled in the ground. But at
least one pole was completely replaced.
Q Do you know which pole it was? A It was a pole that was
located right in the island between the two roadways. There was one
pole located right in it.
[188] Q (Indicating) A Yes, about where you are pointing,
one pole located there. That was completely severed.

Q Now, do you recall about how long service was interrupted?
A Service was interrupted approximately-I'm going to say about
1:30 in the afternoon as an approximate time. And we got very limited
service back in along about 5:00 in the afternoon and not complete
service until maybe 9:00 or 10:00 o'clock that night.
Q Did the Water .Authority render certain bills in connection
with this interruption? A They did, but that wasn't in my department. I do know that bills were rendered for the damages and for the
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interruption. I'm not familiar with the basis of the billing or the
amounts of it.
[189]

*

*

*

The Court: (Interposing) That's not the question. Did anybody
ever ask you for permission to raise the lines?
The Witness: No.

*

*

*

Q Were you present when the work on April 12 was done?

* * *
A I was present or in the area at the time, not maybe right at the
scene where the work was going on, but I was at the plant at the time,
yes.
Q What do those wires serve? A They serve the incoming
power from Vepco going down to the river station plant. And also we
have some generating facilities at the high dam and they bring power
[190] from the generators to the plant up on the hill, the high service
plant.

Q Is there any reason why those lines could not have been raised?
A No. It would have been possible to raise them, I think. I don't know
of any reason why they could not be raised.

Q

*

*

*

*

*

*

Without interruption of service. A There would be an interruption of service just during the time they were raised. It would
only be for a short duration but it could be done.
Cross Examination
By Mr. Spence:
Q You indicated these wires that were crossing this area carried
power both down to the river and down [ 191] to the dam which is
down, I guess, up at Occoquan Creek then from this particular site. A
Yes, sir. And also at the time the generators are running, it carries current in the opposite direction.

Q What does it go to then in the opposite direction? What does
it go to then? A They still carry the current to the same locations
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only at the times we have dte generators operating. Only intermittently
when we have the water to spare and when the generators are turning,
they will be carrying currer,.t back up to the hill, also.

Q Do these lines carry power to pumps and so forth, then? A
Yes.

*

[192]

Q How many
line serve?

*

*

peopl~

in, say, November of 1968 did this water
A I'd estima:e 450,000.

Q If service were interrupted, we are talking about service to
450,000 people? A Yes.
Q Who owned these lines, Mr. Gay? A They were owned by
Fairfax County Water Authority.
[193]

*

*

*

Rc!direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Could a generator have been brought in to prevent that interruption of service?

*

*

*

A It wouldn't have been practical. We are talking about two or
three horsepower or more. It wouldn't have been practical to bring a
generator in for that short period of interruption. We sometimes have a
short period of interruption and we get along without it.
[226]

*

*

*

Joseph A. Howard,

*

*

*

!)irect Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would you state -your name, sir?

*

*

*

A Joseph A. Howard.

Q By whom are you employed? A Fairfax County Water
Authority.
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[227]
* * *
What is your educational background and experience? A I have
a degree in civil and sanitary engineering. And I've been in the water
field for twenty years.

Q At what position did you first become employed by the Water
Authority? A Assistant superintendent of the treatment plant.
Q At what facility is this? A At Occoquan, Virginia.
Q

Were you so employed on April 12, '68, when the power lines
were torn down? A I was.

Q Were those the only lines serving the Water Authority there?
A Well, those lines that was broken was a twenty-three hundred volt
lines which was serving our raw water pumping station, and our treated
water pumping station up above on the hill. We had a-we have 4160
lines serving our river station.
[228] Q Were the 4160 volt lines disturbed in any way? A
Yes. It was-all facilities was knocked out at that time. The lines were
not broken. When the 2300 lines were broken, they were thrown across
the 4160 and shorted it out.

Q I see. But the 4160 lines were notweren't damaged, no.

A

(Interposing) They

Q Now, were you called into the scene? A Yes.
Q How would you characterize your position there? When you
were called in, were you in charge? A Well, there was three of us
there, Mr. Gay, the superintendent, myself, and Cecil Posey, the foreman. We were all there.

Q Can you describe to us what was done, what was undertaken?
A Well, when I got down there, the lines were broken down and all
the switch gear had been knocked out of service. So, we got a hold of
Virginia Electric and Power Company. And they came in and lifted the
lines off of our 4160. And we were able to go back in service with half
of the plant. And although it was a privately owned line, Virginia Electric and Power, they replaced a pole and got the other lines back [229]
in service for us.
Q How many poles were replaced?
Virginia Electric and Power.

A

They replaced one pole,
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Q Do you know who secured the pole? A Virginia Electric
and Power Company.

Q About how long w:ts service out? A From approximately
twelve-thirty noon to it was 1hree or four o'clock in the morning. It was
around thirteen, fourteen hours.

Q Now, while working there, were you ever aware of any requests made by Vulcan Mat<:rials to raise your lines there?
my knowledge. No one menti·)ned it to me.

[230]

*

*

A Not to

*

Q But if I may approach it this way, if such work had been
scheduled, could you have arranged it to have been done at a certain
time \vhen it would not have disrupted service? A Well, you mean
disrupted service-you mean when the equipment would be out of
service?

Q To the customers. A Oh. Well, it would have to be done
during the fall months or spring or somewhere in the winter months.
And especially at night where certain areas of the county with the
equipment out of service, yo·J would have a reduction [231] in pressure
and reduction in the water h~cause some areas are on a higher elevation
and some of the customers W•)uld be out of water. And there would have
to be a time when we could minimize the danger in our fire protection.
Q How would you prepare for such a temporary disruption? A
Well, we'd have to get all oJ our storage facilities full of water and coordinate with the City of Alexandria and Prince William County where
they could pull off of their storage instead of pulling off of us for a
certain length of time.

Q Do you have some idea about how long this procedure would
take?

A

Well, I'd say on a minimum of eight hours.

Q Do you know of any reason why this could not have been done
if the authority had been so requested? A No. It would have been
negotiated between Vulcan and the authorities themselves. But I don't
know of any reason why it couldn't have been done.
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Cross Examination
[232]

*

*

*

By Mr. Spence:
Q All right. Who owned these lines?
Authority.

A

Fairfax County Water

Q

In order to raise them, permission would have to be granted
by the Authority? A Correct.

Q What would occur, Mr. Howard, if the Water Company were
without power for up to three days?
be out of water.
[233]

*

*

A

Well, Fairfax County would

*

Q

Now, would there be reasons that you might not know about
as to why the company might not allow these lines to be raised? A
No, no reason that I know of.
[234]

*

*

*

Redirect Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q As I understand it, did VEPCO just happen to have a pole
available that day? A They went to their supply yard, I don't know
where, somewhere in 'Voodbridge, and got the pole.

Q Under a routine, nonemergency, would the 4600 volt line have
to be disturbed? A No.
Q Did anybody on that day that it was an emergency look
around or try to find a higher pole for the other side? A No, not that
I know of.

Q Would the facilities be less affected by a scheduled interruption or by an emergency interruption such as which occurred on April
12, '68? A It would be less affected by a scheduled interruption because you can make plans for that.
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[236]

*

*

*

Ve1non Calvin Kyle, Jr.

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would you state your name?

*

A Vernon Calvin Kyle, Jr.

*

*

Q Do you know Lonnie Coleman? A Yes, sir.
Q How long have you known him? A Oh, about three or four
years.

Q Where did you have occasion to get to know him? [237] A
Well, I met him at Lorton where he lived at. I ·went to his mother's. We
are good friends. We've been friends ever since.

*

*

*

Q (Interposing) Going backwards from there before he got hurt,
did you see him?

A Yeah. I seen him the day before he got hurt.

Q Where did you

se•~

him?

A

I seen him the time he was

hauling.

*

[238]

*

*

Q Did you have occasion to be familiar with the truck he was
driving? A Yes, sir. I worked on them, kept them greased.

Q Kept them greased!' A Kept them greased.

Q When did you do this work? A For Campbell.
Q Which Campbell? A The guy that I worked with, the guy
that was in the shop,

Cockey~.

Q Who? A Cockeye. I call him Cockeye. Don't make any
difference to me.

Q Do you know the truck that Lonnie was driving when he got
hurt?

A

In bad shape, ye::, sir.

Q You do know the truck? A

(Nodding.)

Q Did you work on it? A Well, I kept it greased. We had to
work the engine up. They didn't work them properly. The body
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wouldn't [239] come down. You had to hit it a second time to get it
down. I drove it that day, I was telling you. I drove it that day. It done
the same thing to me.

Q Did you tell Lonnie anything about this problem? A I told
the guys in the shop to tell the guys-when he~drivcs it, to tell him
about the body. It is bad. And the mirrors was bad.
Q Tell us about the rest of the truck. A

Well, the rest of the

truck-

Q (Interposing) Slow down and talk a little clearer. A Okay.
Okay. You couldn't get the doors open on the ]eft, couldn't get the
window down.

Q On what side? A On the left side. The right side is the
only side you can go out of.

Q How about the mirror on the left side? A Just shattered.
* * *
The Witness: No. I know all about that. And the right side is
bluish like, blurry.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q On which side?

A Right-hand side .

.[240] Q What day did you notice all this? A I noticedthis was on a Sunday. When I was working on the truck, I got underneath and started working on the truck.

Q What Sunday was that? A The week before Lonnie started
driving it.
Q I see. Did you ever yourself tell Lonnie about- A (Interposing) Well, I didn't, you know. It's none of my business who drives
the truck. It's not, sir.

*

*

*

A That's what I am getting at about the truck.

Q About the bed. Tell us about that.
pump is bad on the truck. It was new.

[241]

A

Well, the

Q I didn't understand. A The pump is bad. When the truck
was new, it was bad. The truck, when it was new, the pump was bad on
it. And the levers didn't work properly. So, it done the same thing.
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Q What lever are you talking about? A The right-hand. You
had to hit it the second time to get it down.

Q The right lever was doing what? A The left one over here,
to raise the body up, you shove it back down. And this would go forwards (indicating). And the valve would cut off.
Q Run through that again one more time. A What I mean,
when the truck was new, the pump was bad. In other words, when the
boy was on the truck, it done the same thing.

Q Who? A Withhim.
Q What's his name? A Huh?
Q What's the boy's name? A McCoy.
Q

McCoy? [242] A Yeah. He's a colored man. He had the
same problem with this tru:k, the levers, the pump. And the only way
you can tell the body is up is when you back up you have to pull way
out and swing over. That's the only way you can tell. And you've got
to judge where you are bad~ at, because you can't see out of the mirrors.
So far as I know, that's all I know about it.
A

Q What would this problem with the lever on the right cause?
McCoy saysQ (Interposing) What would the problem ·with the lever on the

right cause? A Well, th~ valve wouldn't cut off. You can throw it.
I checked it out myself. 1'he piston works back in the cylinder. The
valve shuts off. A little bum-p would shut it.

Q Then what happens? A Then the lever won't come down.
That's where the pin works at. So far as I know, that's all I know about
it.
Q

I don't know whether I fully understand about what you said
about seeing if the bed was up or not in reference to the left mirror, side
mirror. Would you go through that again? A You see the left side
mirror is shattered. You [:~43] couldn't see out of it. The right side is
bluish, blurry. And when you pull up there to the dump, you've got to
pull way out and swing to see out the side of your glass and back up.
You couldn't see out of th ~ mirror. I had a chance to get the mirrors.
But they ain't got them over there. I was there on Sunday.
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Q

Do you remember the number on the truck? A 38.

Q Is that the truck that- A (Interposing) Yes, that was giving us all the trouble since it was new.
Q Do you remember when Campbell got that truck?
sir. I don't remember what day.

A No,

Q And the condition that you described is the way it was when
Lonnie got hurt? A Yes, sir. That's the way it was.
Q

Are you right sure that you've described the truck that Lonnie
had? A Right now the truck is over there. It's down in the hill
junked.
Q You know where it is right now?
the shop where we park them all.

A Down in the hill from

[244] Q The very truck you've been talking about? A
cause he didn't run the truck until I checked it out.

*

*

Be-

*

Cross Examination
By Mr. Spence:
Q The truck you described for us, Mr. Kyle, was number T-38;
is that correct? A T-38. 38. There is two of them. There is T-38 and
38.
Q Okay.
On the truck you have described to us today, was the left mirror
shattered, T-38? A Urn-hum.
Q Okay. You say Mr. McCoy had the same problem with the
truck; it wouldn't go down? A Yes, sir.
Q Where did that happen?
of the hill at the stockpile.

[246]

*

A At Occoquan Quarry up on top

*

*

I understood you to say too that as you would turn this truck, it
was possible to look out that right mirror and see the bed while the
truck was turning; it that right? A You can't see out of the right
mirror, sir.
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Q At all? A Not a1: all.
Q Not even if the truck were turning? A No, sir. The only
thing you do when you come out from the pile, you have to swing out
real hard.

Q You can see up there? A You can see up there but you
have got to look out this window.
Q Directing your attention to the cab of the truck, is there a rear
window in that cab? A The back glass is covered with the body
when it's down.
{247] Q Yes, sir, but when the bed is up. A You can't see
behind too good because ycu ain't got no mirror to see through that.

Q How about if you just turn your head like that (indicating)?
How about if the driver tur:1s to his right a slight bit? Can you see out
that way? A If it is dirty, you can't.
Q Do you know whether it was dirty on this particular day or
not? A I kept the glass dean. But I don't know what he does since
he drove it, sir. That's all I 1:now.

*

*

*

Reclirect Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Did you have occcLsion to see the truck that Lonnie got hurt
in after the accident? A Well, I went over and seen the truck. I did
after he got hurt. But the same mirrors were on that truck. And I went
back the following-a couple of days after it to check it out again and
the mirrors are gone. Som~~body done took the mirrors off the truck.

*

[248]

*

*

Q Where did you se(: the damage on the truck at the shop? A
The cab and all was tore up on the front.

Q The cab was torn up? A Yeah. As I say, the windshield
and stuff like that was busted up. And the body on top of the shield was
busted back.

Q Was this the
A Yes, sir.

true·~

that you described to us earlier?

[249]
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Q Any question in your mind about it being a different truck?
A No. It is the same truck.

Q That you were talking about when I was asking you questions
earlier? Is that the same truck that you were talking about when I
was asking you questions earlier? A Yeah.
Q No question in your mind about it? A No question about it.
[250]

*

*

*

Lonnie Coleman,

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would you state your name?
[252]

*

*

A Lonnie Lee Coleman.

*

Q About when did you start driving a truck? A 1967.

Q Can you just outline briefly the nature of the truck driving experience that you had? A About two years.

*

[253]

*

*

Q When did you start stockpiling? Let's take it in relation from
going back to the day that you got hurt. .I\. About two weeks.

*

[254]

*

*

Q Now, what truck were you driving when you first started stockpiling?

A T-40.

Q Did there come a time when you changed to another truck?
A Yes, sir.
Q Why? A They said the rear end was messed up in it.

Q In T-40? A Yes, sir.
Q Then did you get another truck? A Yes sir.

Q How long did you drive that truck before you got hurt?
[255]

Q

A About three days.
Were you stockpiling all of that time? A Yes, sir.
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Q Do you recall the number on that? A T-39.

Q Would you tell us about how long this stockpiling would take
coming from the bottom to the top and back again? A It would take
about fifteen minutes to get up to the top.

Q What time of day would you start to work again?
o'clock in the morning.

A Seven

Q How long would you work? A Until five o'clock.

Q What were you bdng paid for this work? A By the hour.
Q Would you tell us what happened on the day that you got
hurt? A Well, I took a pile of fives and dumped them in the fiftyseven pile. And the man s.:tid I put the load in the wrong pile.

Q Did somebody say something to you about that? A Yes, sir.
Q

Who was that?

[2~>6]

A Kyle.

Q What did he say? Just briefly, what did he say?
me to pay more attention to what I was doing.

A He told

Q Do you remember anything else? A No, sir.
Q

Now, then what hc:-.ppened? A

I just drove on away.

Q At what approximate speed were you going? A Fifteen
miles an hour.

Q What if anything did you do before you came to the I-beam?
A Reached over and pushed the levers.
Q Do you know wb.at happened after that? A The thing
throwed me up in the air. And then when it come back down, I was
paralyzed. I couldn't move the truck. And I hollered. And I told them
that I couldn't move my legs, would somebody stop the truck.

Q Who was around if anybody when you pulled off the stockpile?

A I didn't see nobc•dy.

Q About how many different stockpiles did they have? A
About ten.
[25 7] Q Well, tell rne. You said you saw nobody in the stockpile
area. Did you see anybody at all between the time that you left the pile
until the time you were hit? A No, sir.
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Q Did you see any other vehicles?
went up in the air.

A Not until after the truck

Q Then did you see another vehicle? A I seen a pick-up truck.
Q Now, did you on other occasions pull off in this same manner?
A Some of the times I'd get out after I pushed the levers. When the
bed went down, I'd lock my tailgate, then get back in the truck and
drive off.

*

*

*

Q What conditions if any did you notice about the truck before
the accident? A The power steering on the truck, it wasn't working
right. And the left door didn't have no door handle on it to open the
door. One of the mirrors was cracked on the left side.

*

[258]

*

*

Q Would you tell us what information if any was communicated
at all to you about this truck before you started driving it? A Nobody tell me nothing.
Q Were you here yesterday when Mr. Kyle was testifying?
Yes, sir.

A

Q Did you hear what he said about it? A Yes, sir. He told me
after I got hurt-

*

*

*

A Mr. Kyle told me after I got out of the hospital when I could
get around on crutches that the truck bed would lie. Sometimes you'd
have to pump the two levers twice before the bed would go down.

Q Did you know that before your accident? [259] A No, sir.
Q Now, did you have occasion to go to meetings when you were
working there on that site? A No, sir. Didn't nobody tell me nothing
about no meetings.
Q

Meetings of any kind?

A No, sir.

Q Did there come a time when you were ever called down upon
about speed? A

Q
sir.

No, sir. I don't remember.

I would now be referring to anybody from Vulcan.

A No,
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Q What if anything were you advised concerning the speed you
could proceed through the area? A They had two signs there that
said, "Slow, bump." I went slow and go across the bump real easy.
Then I'd go on up, drop the load off.

Q Do you remember about how far that bump was from the
beam? A I'd say ten to twenty feet.
Q Do you recall what if anything you did just as you were
coming up on that bump? A
over the bump.

Yeah. I'd ease on the brake and ease

[260] Q Eased off of what? A Eased on the brake where
the truck would go over the bump real easy.

*

*

*

Q Did you have OCC(LSion to drive through this area before? A
Yes, sir.

Q When was this? .A '67.

Q Who were you wcrking for then? A W. A. Campbell in a
small truck.

Q Were you stockpiling then? A No, sir.
Q Did you pass under the cable at that time? A There was no
cable there when I started.

[261] Q Well, when you were leaving there, what were you
doing? A I was hauling stone out of there to customers.

Q So, how would the bed of your truck be? A It would be
down.

Q Did you hear anybody trying to attract your attention? A
No, sir.

Q Just before or any time after you left the stockpile? A No,
sir.

*

*

*

Q Well, just state wh:tt was going on at the time.
a thing we call a pug mill. We had that thing running.
Q What does it do?

A They got dust in it.

*

*

*

A They had
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Q Did you see any other Vulcan equipment around? [262] A
Just seen Kyle up there at the front end loader after I left the stockpile.

Q What was he doing if anything with the front end loader? A
Getting the gravel and putting it up there so more trucks could get in
there and dump the gravel.

Q What does this cause? A Sir?
Q What does this cause? Describe a front end loader. A That's
the thing that you load trucks with.

Q For what purpose? A They smooth the gravel with it. And
then the trucks will back up on the dump so they could build the piles
bigger.
[267]

*

*

*

Q What was the weather on this day? A It was clear.
Q What was the position of the window glass on your driver's
side? A It had dust all over it.
The Court: Do you mean windshield? Door glass?
The Witness: Yes, sir.

By Mr. Cerick:
Q Was it up or down? A Up.
[268]

*

*

*

Q Was there anything unusual about the way that you drove off
that particular day? A No, sir.

*

*

*

Q You, of course, were here yesterday and heard what Mr. Kyle
had to say about warning about the beam? [269]

A

Yes, sir.

Q Is that correct? A No, sir, it wasn't.

*

*

*

Cross Examination

By Mr. Spence:
Q Mr. Coleman, I think you mentioned earlier in your direct examination that it took you about fifteen minutes then to make a com-
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plete round trip from the plant to the [270] stockpile, back to the plant?
A No, coming back up the hill.

Q Well, in other words, as I understand what your testimony was
of the stockpiling operation that you were doing, you were starting
down here at the plant (indlcating). A Yes, sir.

Q And you would gc· up this road; is that correct? A Yes, sir.
Q You could see that and everything? A Yes, sir.
Q Come up this road past this structure (indicating)? A Yes,
Slf.

Q Into the stockpile area? A Yes, sir.
Q Dump your load? A Yes, sir.
Q

Come back under this structure?

*

[271]

*

A Yes, sir.

*

Q

So, then your testimony is that you would make approximately
two of these round trips it1 an hour. Would that be fair to say? A
About three trips an hour.

[272] Q And you did this then for three weeks; is that correct?
A Twoweeks.

*

*

*

Q

So, that would r1ean that on a normal ten-hour day, you
would make approximately thirty trips by the structure to the stockpile,
approximately thirty trips under the structure coming back out, thirty
trips a day, thirty trips by 1he structure to dump your load and approximately thirty trips a day under the structure to go back down and pick
up another load. Would thHt be fair to say? A Yes, sir.

Q Then you did

th~.t

for what, five days a week?

A

Yes, sir.

Q So, that would be approximately then two weeks which would
be about ten days in which you did this? A Not stockpiling.

* * *
The Court: How mar~.y days did you stockpile then from the time
you came back to work?
[273]

The Witness: ~\bout a week and a half.
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By Mr. Spence:
Q About a week and a half?

Q

A Yes, sir.

So that would be about eight days? A

Yes, sir.

Q All right.
So, then would it be fair to say that during that time you made
thirty trips a day for eight days then? A Yes, sir.
Q By the structure and out of the structure? A Yes, sir.
Q Now, there really isn't any question in your mind that you
knew that structure was there; is that right? A No, sir.

Q I mean you knew it was there all along? A Yes, sir.
Q And you knew it on the date of the accident? A Yes, sir.
Q It was your testimony earlier I think you did not, however,
know this truck bed would not come down; is that correct? In other
words, prior to the accident, you responded to counsel's questions that I
think Mr. Kyle earlier [274] had told you that this truck bed would
not operate properly, that you had to watch it, and your testimony was
that you said he did not tell you that? A Yes, sir.

Q I ask you now again if prior to the accident you knew that this
bed would not come down all of the time. A No, sir, I didn't.

Q You had no idea at all that the bed part was malfunctioning?
A

No, sir.

Q You had no idea prior to the accident that any part of the
mechanism was leaking fluid or anything of that nature? A Not at
that moment I didn't.

Q Prior to the accident. A Yes, sir.
Q All right.
Now, directing your attention, Mr. Coleman, to November 25,
1969, do you recall being in my office at that time on that date? A I
don't remember the date, no, sir.

Q You remember being in my office? A Yes, sir.
[275] Q And you remember being there with your counsel, Mr.
Cerick? A Yes, sir.
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Q

You recall the reporter swearing you 1n at that time?

A

Yes, sir.

Q And you remember answering certain questions that I posed
to you at that time? A 1'es, sir.
Q I wonder if you 1night recall whether or not you remember
this particular question on page 39 of the transcript taken on November
25, 1969. I'd been asking you prior to that time on page 38 whether or
not there were any difficul1 ies with the truck, anything wrong with the
truck. Beginning on page ~:8, line 18, "Was anything wrong with that
truck?" Your response, "Power steering." My question, "Was it bad,
good or indifferent?" Your response, "Bad." My question, "Nothing else
was wrong with it?" "And the door glass; the door handle wouldn't open
the door on it." Do you remember those questions? A Yes, sir.

*

[276]

*

*

Mr. Spence: My next question was, "How about the mechanism
that raised and lowered the bed?" And your response, "It worked half of
the time." Do you remember that question and that response?
The Witness: Yes, sir.

*

*

*

And then my next question, "And half the time it wouldn't work?"
"Yes, sir. You had to keep fiddling with the controls, the levers." Do
you remember that question and that response? A No, sir.

Q You do not? A No, sir.
Q

You don't recall rny asking you that?

A

No, sir.

Q Now, turning to :?age 43 of that same deposition, beginning
with line number 1, I asked you at that time, "Now, [277] you mentioned earlier that this truck was-about half the time, it wasn't operating right. Is that right?" Your response, "Yes, sir." "What do you mean
by that?" "The hoist that ,.vorks the body-you know, where you have
got to put the fluid in to m::tke it work." "No, I'm not sure I know what
you are talking about. You are talking about the transmissionr' My
question to you. "No, sir, hoist. It has got a thing, when the bed goes
up, it comes out." My qw!stion, "A jack; is that what you're talking
about?" Answer, "The jacl:." "It sort of raises it up?" "Yes, sir." Question, "That has to have fluid in it?" "Yes, sir." Question, "All right."
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Your response, "If the fluid leaks out, the bed won't go up or down."
And my question to you, "Are you telling us, then, that this jack was
leaking? Is that right?" "Yes, sir." "When it leaked and a sufficient
amount of this fluid had left the jack, it would not work. Is that right?"
Your response, "I would have to go up there sometimes and they would
have to put some fluid in the hoist."
Now, after the date of the accident, Mr. Coleman, you didn't drive
this truck, did you? A After the date of the accident?

Q You haven't driven that truck at all since that time, have you?
[278]

A

No, sir.

*

[283]

*

*

Q

I see.
Now, did there ever come a time from this point up until the time
when you felt yourself going up into the air that you looked back to see
if your bed had gone back down? A No, sir.

Q

Never did?

A

No, sir.

Q Did you look in the mirrors at all? A No, sir.
Q

So, it really wouldn't have made any difference whether the
mirrors were good, bad or indifferent. You didn't use them. A No,
sir.

Q Now, can you give us an estimate? You drove the truck for
approximately how long prior to the accident?

A

Two years.

Q About two. Were they all dump trucks? A Yes, sir.
Q The bed was in a fully upright position when you left the
stockpile?
[284]

*

*

*

Q How long did you drive this particular type of truck? Was
number 40 the same type of truck? A Yes, sir.

Q You drove number 40 for about how long? A About two
weeks.

Q These were tandem trucks, right? Number 40 and number 39
were both tandem trucks? A Yes, sir.
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Q All right. It was number 39 you were driving on the day of
the accident?

A Yes, sir.

Q How long had you driven tandem trucks like that [285] prior
to the accident? A Mayl: e a year.

Q A year. All right.
From your experience in dealing with this type of truck, can you
tell us approximately how long it would take that bed to come down?
A A matter of seconds.

Q A matter of seconds. How many seconds would that be? Give
us your best estimate as to t..ow long you think it would take in seconds.
A About nineteen.

Q About nineteen? A Yes, sir.
[288]

*

*

*

Q Now, who maintained these Campbell vehicles? [289]
You mean the mechanics?

A

Q Well, yes, sir. Who were the mechanics hired by? A Charlie
was one and George. I don't know what his last name was. He was a
mechanic.
Q Was Mr. Kyle, Jr.. who testified, a mechanic? A He helped
his daddy work on them.

Q Who were these various gentlemen you mentioned employed
by? A Mr. Kyle?

Q No, sir. You mentioned several mechanics. George was one.
A W. A. Campbell.

Q They were all employed by W. A. Campbell? A Yes, sir.
Q Who were the
A W. A. Campbell.

tn:~.cks

owned by that you drove, number 39?

Q Number 40? A W. A. Campbell.
:[290]

*

*

*

Q Mr. Coleman, you mentioned earlier that no one had ever
communicated to you the rules of the speed in this area. In other words,
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did anybody ever talk to you about going too fast prior to the time of
the accident? A No, sir.

Q And if anybody said that, they would be mistaken? A Yes,
sir.

(291]
* * *
Q Directing your attention now back to the time that you were
up on the top of this pile prior to the accident, just immediately
prior to it, when you drove off that pile with your bed still in the air
and you made that right-hand turn, did there come a time when you
heard anyone shout at you? A No, sir.

Q

If they had shouted at you, are you saying you are positive
you did not hear it or you just don't recall? A Did not hear it.

Q You could positively say that nobody shouted at you? A
Yes, sir.

Q And your window was up at that time? A Yes, sir.
Q Can you tell us approximately how far the end of the pile
where you turned to the right would have been at this [292] pug mill
you mentioned earlier? The pug mill was here at the time that you
mentioned earlier; is that correct? Would the pug mill have been in this
area here by the entrance to the stockpile area (indicating) ? A Yes,
Sir.

Q Actually, it is depicted on there so that you can see it here.
But it is here (indicating); is that right?

A

Yes, sir.

Q Approximately how far would it be from the pug mill to where
the stockpile and the road met? A I wouldn't know.
Q

You wouldn't have any idea?

A

No, sir.

Q

Can you tell us how long it might take to drive between those
two points? A No, sir.

Q It is your testimony also that you did not see during the time
you left the stockpile up until the time you actually struck the beam
itself any other vehicles? A Not until after the truck went through
the structure.
Q All right. After that then you saw a pick-up? A Yes, sir.
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[293]
terials.

Q Who was ·:hat pick-up owned by? A Vulcan Ma-

Q You heard Mr. Anders' testimony, the gentleman who was
with the Highway Departntent, inspector of the Highway .Department
that worked at the asphalt plant who testified yesterday? A Yes, sir.
Q You heard his testimony. You heard that you passed him or
at least according to his test: mony you passed him prior to the time that
you struck the I-beam. A Yes, sir.

Q But you did not see that vehicle? A No, sir.
Q It is your testimo:1y I believe also that you did not see Mr.
Kyle's signal, that he flashed his lights at you prior to the time?
No, sir.
[294]

*

*

A

*

Q It is your testimony also that you did not respond by flashing
your signal lights back to ~1r. Kyle? A I did not flash no lights.

*

*

*

Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I'm willing to stipulate, if counsel is, that
the pile marked here 57 is the pile Mr. Coleman came off of immediately prior to the accident.
The Court: All right. Any objection?
Mr. Cerick: No, sir.
The Court: All right. Let it be stipulated to show on the record.
Redirect Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Now, you said son1ething about letting up on the accelerator.
What was the purpose of that? I was a little confused about your answer. [295] A To keep from hitting the beam, the structure.

Q Now, you recall this passage from your deposition where
counsel read three or four pages. How did you learn that information?
A About the bed? Mr. Kyle.

Q When? A After I got back on my feet, then I ran into him.
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Q Now, as has been indicated, you were stockpiling for several
days regularly? A Yes, sir.
Q Did you have a problem like this before you got hurt? A
No, sir.
Q Every day you were going up and down, did you have any
problem like this? A No, sir.
Q Did you leave the stockpile area with the bed up? A Yes,
sir.
Q Did you engage the lever at about the same place you marked
on the map? A Yes, sir.
Q Did you have any problems? A No, sir.
[296] Q Did you notice how Mr. Kyle proceeded off the pile
during the same time?

*

*

*

Q When did you notice they would lower their beds?
they was getting about halfway to the structure.

[297]

*

*

A When

*

Recross Examination
By Mr. Spence:

[298]

*

*

*

Q All right.
Now, Mr. Coleman, directing your attention then to that date that
you were in my office that we mentioned earlier, page 38. Go up to line
16. I asked you what number the truck was. "Do you know?" Your response, "I think it was 39." Question, "Was anything \Vrong with that
truck?" Answer, "Power steering." Question, "Was it bad, good or indifferent?" Answer, "Bad." Question, "Nothing else was wrong with
it?" Answer, "And the door glass; the door handle wouldn't open the
door on it." Do you remember those questions and those responses? A
Yes, sir.
Q All right. Then I asked you, "How about the mechanism that
raised and lowered the bed?" Answer, "It worked half of the time."
Question, "And, half the time it didn't work?" Answer, "Yes, sir. You
had to keep fiddling with the controls, the levers." Do you remember
those questions and those responses? [299] A Yes, sir.
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Q Okay.
Now, turning to page 43, line number 1, the top of that page I ask
you, "Now, you mentioned earlier that this truck was-about half the
time, it wasn't operating nght. Is that right?" Your response, "Yes,
sir." "What do you mean b~r that?" Answer, "The hoist that works the
body-you know, where yoLI have got to put the fluid in it to make it
work." Question, "No, I am not sure I know what you are talking
about. You are talking about the transmission?" "No, sir; hoist. It has
got a thing, when the bed !~oes up, it comes out." Do you recall those
questions and answers? A Yes, sir.
Q Okay. Question, "J\ jack; is that what you are talking about?"
Response, "The jack." Question, "It sort of raises it up?" Answer, "Yes,
sir." Question, "That has t) have fluid in it?" Answer, "Yes, sir." Do
you remember those questions and those answers? A Yes, sir.
Q Okay. Question, "All right." Answer, "If the fluid leaks out,
the bed won't go up or down." Question, "All right. Are you telling us,
then, that this jack was leaking? Is that right?" Do you remember that?
[300]

A Yes, sir.

Q Okay. Your answer was, "Yes, sir." The next question, "When
it leaked and a sufficient arr..ount of this fluid had left the jack, it would
not work. Is that right?" 'Your answer, "I would have to go up there
sometimes and they would have to put some fluid in the hoist." Now,
do you recall those question~ and answers? A Yes, sir.

*

*

*

Q Would your recollection, Mr. Coleman, of the accident been
clearer in 1969 than it is at the present time? A What do you mean
by that?
Q Was November 25, 1969, closer or farther away from the time
of the accident?
Mr. Cerick: May it please the Court, anybody may take notice
of that.
The Court: I think he was asking would he remember better then
than he does now.
A

No, sir.
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[305]

*

*

*

Gene W. Barrett

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Would you state your name, sir?

*

*

A

Gene W. Barrett.

*

Q By whom are you employed? A D. C. Department of Corrections.

Q In other words, the District of Columbia? A Yes, sir.
.[306]
* * *
Q It's correct that you have a supervisory capacity out there?
A

Yes.

Q

What is it?

A

I am now farm manager.

*

[307]

*

*

Q Is it correct that in the summer and fall of '68 that you would
frequently traverse this road and travel on this road? A I don't
know what you mean by frequently. But I would have traveled that
area several times during the summer [308] and fall of '68.
Q It is further correct that you never saw this structure that is
(indicating)- A (Interposing) I couldn't say I ever saw it. But it's
big and you can't help but see it. But it never registered to me that here
is a structure.
Q Before the accident? A That's right.
Q But it's your understanding that Mr. Mooney did? A That's
what I was told.

Q Is it further correct that there are about 600 people working
for the District of Columbia at this site or were at that time? A I'd
say there rnay be as many as 600 people working on the total reservation, not at that site as you pointed out on the map.
Q I'm not talking about that. I'm talking about the total reservation.

A That would be a guess, yes.
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Q Fair guess? A lve never checked up on its accuracy.
Q Well, it certainly is over three or four hundred? A I would
say so, yes.
[309] Q Is it further correct that only one of these to your
knowledge had something to do with safety? A Well, no. Everybody
has something to do with safety. I think that we did have one safety
officer-called a safety office·~.

Q Did he work out of the personnel office? A It seems to me
that he was assigned to the personnel office. I don't know whether he
always has been or not. But c~rtainly in the last couple of years he's been
assigned to the personnel offi :e.

Q As far as you kno\\·, he had nobody under him? A I don't
remember him having anybody under him. It may have been just a
one-man operation. I can't be sure. Now, the safety officer I think does
have a man or two.
Q

I didn't ask you that.
remember.

A

But then I don't know. I don't

Q That's your best recollection of the situation in the spring and
fall of '68, leading up to the time of this accident which you didn't know
about until a few months age? A That would be my best guess of the
situation. I can't be sure of every little detail that far back.

Q Is it correct that y•)u, in traveling that road, did see drivers
in this stockpiling area leaving? [310] A Oh, yes. Yes.
Q Did you know that there were four acres that had been
granted to Vulcan on a perm1t by these people? A

*

*

Yes.

*

Q With the fact that there were trucks coming and going all the
time, that this was one of the reasons why Vulcan got a permit from the
District of Columbia. A ·well, as I understand the reason for the
permit was because they ne ~ded land for stockpiling, additional land
other than what they would-[311] Q (Interposing) Which indicates that you and the other
supervisors knew that trucks were coming and going. Trucks belonging
to independent contractors ,.vould come and travel on that land? A
Oh, yes, right.
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Q Is it your understanding that the agreement between the District and Vulcan was a negotiated one?

*

*

*

The Court: Do you know anything about this agreement between
Vulcan and the D. C. Government?
The Witness: You mean how it's worded? I know that there is an
agreement. And I know that we receive certain--a certain amount of
stone in return for the lease of this land to Vulcan Materials.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q And did you receive the stone that you were supposed to receive? [312] A Yes.

Q That structure never registered until a few months ago? You
weren't aware of it until a few months ago?

A

That is correct.

Q Yet you traveled that road quite frequently? A I don't
know what you mean when you say "quite frequently." I may travel
it sometimes if we are planting or preparing the land for planting,
maybe a couple of times a day. I may only see it once a month during
the winter. I may not see it for three months.
The Court: He is asking you between April of '68 and November
of '68.
The Witness: A guess would be a dozen times.
[324]

*

*

*

Mr. Cerick: Your Honor, this is a typed, transcribed narrative of
a certain tape recording that I took that is first being made known to
counsel at this time.
After checking the law on this and being of the opinion that it is
part of the plaintiff's case in the event that the jury should believe that
this gentleman was approached by an agent of the defendant, Vulcan
Materials, and offered a bribe concerning Lonnie Coleman's testimony,
that this would be obstructing justice and it would be part of the
plaintiff's case.
[325] I am giving Mr. Spence a narrative transcription of the
part that pertained to this and asking permission to have a copy of it
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before the Court if the Court wants to have a copy. In this way, I am
giving notice to the other side.
The Court: All right. VThat is the probative value of this? What's it
being offered for now?
Mr. Cerick: Well, the law is on this that if such an approach has
been made, it tends to show ·~:hat the defense is fabricated.
The Court: The defens~~ is what?
Mr. Cerick: Fabricated.
The Court: You haven:t got any defense here. Suppose I strike the
evidence as to that?
Mr. Cerick: We reached the conclusion that it was part of the
plaintiff's case.
The Court: What I'm asking you is to tell me how.
Mr. Cerick: Mr. Martin has the citation on that.
Mr. Martin: Your Honor, this is admissible in a civil case. There
is a complete annotation on it. Repeatedly the Court has held that it
comes in as a form of admission. [326] If the evidence tends to show
that a party to the action tr:.ed to bribe a witness to give false testimony
in his favor, the evidence is dishonest-somewhat like an attempt by a
prisoner to escape before tri:1l. It goes further in some of these instances.
In addition with respect to the case, it reflects upon the evidence on that
side of the controversy whe:;e it appears on one side. Of course, it goes
on the discussion citing ancther case where such an attempt is an admission by the party makin~: it that he has no right of action or evidence
as it exists, that the evidence is not sufficient without fabrication or suppression. Repeatedly, Your Honor, all through here the evidence that
we will have is suppression c•f a witness .
.[327] The Court: I h1ven't seen it yet so I don't know what you
are talking about.
Mr. Cerick: Mr. Kyle, Sr.
Mr. Martin: The fact 1hat this witness comes under here with this
allegation that he was offer·~d a bribe, not to appear in this case.
The Court: Well, he d:.d appear, so the bribe didn't do any good.
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Mr. Martin: But the fact that he was offered is admission against
a party who made the bribe.
The Court: Admission of what? We are not talking about guilt.
Mr. Martin: Well, the lack of defense to an action. This is a complete annotation, Your Honor, on the whole subject.
Mr. Spence: Does this purport to be Mr. Kyle's deposition or
what?
Mr. Cerick: I made the point that we have been researching and
came to the conclusion that it is part of the plaintiff's case. And as a
courtesy, we handed you a copy of it.
Mr. Spence: Would you mind being courteous enough to tell me
whose this is so I don't have to read the [328] whole thing? Could you
tell me what the man's name is?
Mr. Cerick: Who took the tape?
Mr. Spence: The man whose voice you are referring to.
Mr. Cerick: Kyle.
Mr. Spence: Kyle, Sr., who testified here today?
Mr. Cerick: Yes, who we ask now to be recalled.
Mr. Spence: You mean you are going to impeach your own witness
now is what you are going to do.
Mr. Ragland: Who is supposed to have offered the bribe?
Mr. Cerick: The reason why we did it in this manner was to give
youMr. Spence: (Interposing) It would have been nice if we could
have had it last night so we could have had some citations and argue
it today. I am sure you knew about it last night. You didn't take this
recording last night, I don't believe.
Mr. Cerick: It was rather close to last night. We had a lot of other
things to do.
The Court: All right. Now, what is the purpose, Mr. Martin, for
offering this.
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Mr. Martin: This is an admission against the [329] defendant.
The Court: Admission of what?
Mr. Martin: Admission of lack of defense.
The Court: I won't consider it now. But if it is admissible at all,
it is admissible in rebuttal. I think you'll have to show that the man
making the admission was ·:he agent authorized to speak for the corporation.
Mr. Martin: Your Honor, the annotation covers that very point.
The Court: All right. Then the corporation will be allowed to explain it. This is the annotation I think. This evidence will be admissible
against an individual defendant and is admissible against this corporate
defendant.
I would gather from this annotation, Mr. Spence, that it is admissible to attack your defense if any.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, it seems to me there is an awful lot of
collateral evidence in there that has nothing to do in this case.
The Court: We might not even get to it. Let's get past this other
point of workmen's compens~.tion before we get to this.
Mr. Spence: All right. I assume you are not going to bring another
one in assuming somebody from D. C. [330] went over there.
Mr. Cerick: This is all ·we have. I point out we didn't have to give
you a copy of it before we cal.ed our witness to the stand.
Mr. Martin: Your Honor, we want to show the Court what the
evidence would show and make it a part of the record and assign error
based upon the law that we have cited to you.
The Court: I am not gcing to let you put it in before we get to it.
You say you want to put it in to attack his defense. He hasn't put on
any defense yet and he might not put on any.
Mr. Martin: Your HonJr, we are saying it is an admission of the
defendant and it is part of the plaintiff's case. It is just like flight from
the scene after a crime.
The Court: No, it's not.
Mr. Cerick: It is fabricated.
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The Court: I asked you the purpose for which you were offering
this, and you said it was to attack the defendants' defense; correct?
Mr. Martin: Correct. And it's also an admission by the defendant.
The Court: Of what?
[331]

Mr. Martin: Of the lack of defense.

The Court: Not that he is guilty of negligence. You have got to
prove negligence. He doesn't have to admit anything.
Mr. Martin: All right, sir.
The Court: I'm not sure from that thing just what it is you think
he is going to offer to prove.
Mr. Spence: What does that rebut? I don't understand.
The Court: I don't understand either. But we are going to let the
witness take the stand in rebuttal and then we will see what he is
rebutting.
Mr. Cerick: 29 Am. Jur. 2d, evidence tending to prove that a party
to a civil action or his agent attempting to influence a witness is generally held admissible. Such evidence is an admission by the party
making it that it is necessary for him to fabricate or suppress evidence
in order to win his case, an indication of the parties' consciousness that
his case is weak or unfounded or that his claim is false or fraudulent,
and so forth.
The Court: All right. If we get to it, we will let Mr. Kyle take the
stand again and you can examine him and cross examine him.
[332]
sition.

Mr. Spence: You have offered him a copy of that depo-

Mr. Cerick: It is not a deposition.
Mr. Spence: Whatever it is you offered to the Court. I think the
Court ought to read it because it says in there he can't identify the guy
who did it. I don't want to see him get up on the stand and say he can't
say who did it.
The Court: I think he's got to identify the person.
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*

[342]

*

*

Robert Peters

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q State your name and face over to me and talk to the jury if
you will, please. A Robert Peters.

*

*

*

Q What is your occupation? A I'm a heavy equipment operator and I own some dump trucks, too.

Q How long have you been doing this? A Oh, probably
fifteen years. I've been driving trucks about all my life since I've been old
enough.

Q Who have you been driving for over this period of time? A
Well, E. F. Nichols and I drove for Chantilly Crushed Stone and different ones.

*

* *

Now, over your experience, have you had occasion [343] to go
in and out of quarries? A Yes, sir.

Q How much of your experience has been so engaged would you
say? A Well, the biggest part of it was dump trucks. That's mostly
where it came from, hauling out of quarries and stuff like that.
Q However your experience in doing so, have you had occasion
to learn of problems with high tension lines or parallel lines? A Well,
yes, sir. Around any quarry there is high tension wires.
Q How many quarries would you say in Northern Virginia and
this area have you been in over your experience? A Oh, right in this
area, I'd say three or four, five.
Q Let me show you this, and this has been admitted into evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibit No.7, and ask if you have ever seen a structure such as that utilized with reference to power lines in any quarry.
(Handing to witness.)
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I object. I don't think it is material. I
think it is immaterial as to whether this [344] witness has seen one or a
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hundred of them, frankly. The question for the jury to determine is
whether or not there was negligent conduct here on the part of either
of these defendants.
The Court: I will let him answer the question. Objection overruled.
A Do the trucks go between these two pieces on this overhead?
Do the trucks go between these two pieces and then under this overhead?
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Yes. A

I've never seen anything like that, no. I've been-

*

*

*

Q Have you had any experience with drivers running into high
tension lines?

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Witness: Yes, sir.
[345]

Q What quarry was that? A

Chantilly Crushed Stone.

Q How was it handled?

*

*

*

The Court: I don't know how he would be qualified to say what the
usual manner of handling it is. You can ask him how they handle it at
Chantilly.

*

*

*

They call the electric company and they could either bury it or
get taller poles to raise it out of the way of the trucks.
A

[346]

*

*

*

Q Have you in your experience worked in other areas? A In
other areas?

Q Of the country, state. A
quarries down there.
Q Pardon? A

Yes, sir. I worked around Roanoke

Roanoke.

Q Did you ever see a site such as that in any of those quarries?
A No, sir.

* *

*
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Cross Examination
By Mr. Spence:
Q Of your own knowledge now, do you know how high these
lines were at the-what was the place? A Chantilly Crushed Stone.

Q Chantilly Crushed Stone before these were struck? [34 7]
No, I do not.

A

Q Do you know how high they were after they were raised? A
No, sir. I don't know how high they raised them.

Q You don't know how high they raised them?
trucks would clear them after that.

A But the

Q Now, you've seen bridges and things like that as obstructions
of trucks, haven't you?

A Yes, sir.

Q And that's nothing unusual, is it?

*

*

*

A I've never seen an overhead bridge where a truck was spreading with its bed up that it would hit.
By Mr. Spence:
Q Spreading?

A Or with its bed up that it would hit.

*

[348]

*

*

Timothy C. Kenney,

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q State your name, sir.

A Timothy C. Kenney.

*

*

*

Q By whom are you employed? A By the Navy department.

Q For how long have you been so employed?
thirty-five years.

A For about

Q Could you tell us going back to your college of your education
and your work experience?
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Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I will stipulate for the record that Mr.
Kenney is an expert in safety engineering. \Ve've taken his deposition
extensively.
The Court: All right.
[353]

*

*

*

Q Now, in connection with our request in this case, did you examine the site at the Occoquan Quarries? A I was at the site twice,
once with you and later on August 28 of this year I visited the site.
[354] Q Are you familiar with this structure that is shown here
in Plaintiff's No. 7? A Yes. This is the structure the truck hit.
Q When did you last examine the site? A
is the date that I was out there.
[355]

*

*

August 28 I believe

*

Q Well, let me put this matter to you in the form of a hypothetical, and for the sake of hoping I put in all the essential facts the first time
around, I might read the question. And I'd ask you to assume that the
quarry operation was on the site that you have said you have visited
and observed, and that from 1964 on there were some private wires, high
tension wires leading to the then Alexandria Water Company which
later became the Fairfax County Water Authority in 1967, and that
these wires were from twenty-one to twenty-four feet high, that there
were two power lines with high voltage. Assume that the vehicles coming through the downward route there are Euclids and smaller tandem
dump trucks; that there are two routes, that going downhill the trucks
are empty going back for another load to the stockpile; that for at least
several years before April, 1968, there were installed two telephone
poles at this time, seven-eighths to an inch cable, fourteen feet six
inches high at a point [356] about eighty feet from the first power line
for the purpose of preventing and warning drivers from coming through
there with the beds of their body up, that this was called a bed or body
catcher; that at least three times the cable was struck with no contact
to the power lines; and that as a matter of fact before there was ever a
structure there, that someone encountered the lines back in about '64
which were then owned by the Alexandria Water Company; that at
least three other times a cable, so called bed catcher, was struck with
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no contact to the power lines by trucks coming through here with their
beds up; and that on April 12, '68, a Euclid came through the route
with its bed up, tore down a cable, and the power lines with no injury
to the driver; that the tandem trucks which proceed on this route were
about eleven to twelve feet to the top of the cab and the highest point
with the bed elevated being from seventeen to nineteen feet, that the
Euclid cab top is approximately thirteen feet and with the bed up a
Euclid is twenty-seven to twenty-eight to its highest point, high enough
to strike the power lines; and that there was installed shortly after April
12, '68, at the same height, same location, an eight inch I-beam resting
on a structure as you see it right there in that photograph, fourteen feet
six inches high; and that the Fairfax County [357] Water Authority
would have permitted the raising of the power lines if requested.
I ask you based on that assumption, do you have an opinion as to
the usual or customary matter of dealing with such a problem so as to
make the area reasonably safe?
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I'll object to that question. It does not
include all of the factors that are necessary in order for this witness to
give an accurate opinion to the jury.
The Court: What is omitted?
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, the witness himself indicated at the very
first of his testimony in response to counsel's question to explain safety
engineering, that it was the application of arts and sciences, the environment to the exposure of the human behavior. I have not heard
anything in this question with regard to human behavior or the training
of the men or the lack of training of these men. I think it is certainly
something that should be, according to what the witness said at least,
included in his hypothetical question.
I think also, if Your Honor please, that it invades the province of
the jury. This is not a matter on which we need expert evidence to lend
aid to the jury. It's a matter [358] within the full power of the jury,
full intellect of this jury to decide from looking at this structure, the
pictures, the testimony that they have already heard as to whether or
not this is a safe structure.
The Court: I think the proper question would be what would be
in his opinion a safe structure. I think it is a jury question as to whether
or not this is one. But I think he is entitled to say what one would be.
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Mr. Cerick: We have, Your Honor, two Virginia cases on it that
go back quite a ways that use the words, "usual and customary method
of handling."
The Court: All right. Let him say what the usual and customary
way of handling it is. But I won't let him testify as to whether or not
this is safe or not. I think that is a jury question.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q You may answer the question.
The Court: I don't know whether he can or not. The question is,
Mr. Kenney, if you have a power line such as this, what is the usual and
customary way of protecting it? Do you want to ask him that question
or do you want to phrase it yourself? I won't let the question stand the
way you phrased it.
(359]

Mr. Cerick: Well, I will accept that question.

Mr. Spence: Your Honor, may I say also again to reiterate that I
think his question should include some evidence and some reference to
human behavior factors in this case since the witness said that is an
important factor.
Mr. Cerick: May we present the two cases that we have on this
subject? I think the reference to human behavior is the fact that the
drivers come through there with the beds up on occasion.
The Court: I am not going to make him include that in the question. Objection overruled.
Mr. Spence: Note my exception respectfully, Your Honor.
The Witness: The question before me then, Your Honor, is to
answer what would I do about these lines, what should be done?
The Court: In your opinion what is safe.
Mr. Spence: Usual and customary. I think Your Honor indicated
the usual and customary way.
The Court: Is that the language you want to use, Mr. Cerick, what
is the usual and customary way of protecting these line or protecting
people against these lines?
Mr. Cerick: That's what the cases indicate.
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[360]
Kenney?

The Court: All right. Can you answer that question, Mr.

The Witness: Yes, sir.
The usual safe practice for handling these lines would be toMr. Spence: (Interposing) I object to the usual safe practice, if
Your Honor please. I think the question to him is what is the usual and
customary way, not what the usual safe practice is. I object. I think
it is not in answer to the question.
The Witness: In my opinion, the usual customary practice for these
lines would be to raise them high enough so that the Euclid vehicles
could get under them.
[361]

*

*

*

Q Would you state your reasons for the answer that you gave to
the first question? A Yes.

Q Please state them for us. A I believe that providing a structure to keep the beds from approaching-the raised beds of the dump
trucks from striking the lines would be a hazard, a serious hazard,
against either the driver or damage to the trucks, and that raising the
lines would be the relief from all of this. In my opinion, there is a high
probability of injuryThe Court: (Interposing) All right. You are doing now what I said
you shouldn't do.
The Witness: Oh, I'm sorry, Your Honor.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Are you familiar with GMC dump truck, 7500 series, with
Gar-wood bodies? A Yes, sir.
[367]

*

*

*

Q Let me ask you in the event the electrical wires cannot be
raised, are there alternative customary and usual manners of handling
this problem? A Yes, there are.

*

*

*

Q The usual and customary way if the wires can't be raised. A
The usual and customary way would be to give some warning to the
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operators of the vehicles when their beds were raised so that they would
not go under the wires. Now, that could be done several different ways.

Q State them for us. A For instance, one would be to place a
flag man there who would see that the bed was raised and flag it down.
Another customary way would be for some electronic [368] device
to trip an arm, to put an arm down similar to what goes on at a railroad
crossing so that the movable arm would come down when the truck
body was up and he could not proceed until he lowered it. This would
be a usual operation.
Another method-this, however, would be a special method so I
guess I better not mention that.

Q Can you compare the cost of the usual and customary manner
such as raising the lines with the methods used by the defendants in this
case? A Well, yes. Of course, if this operation was say just to pass
under these lines for a week or ten days, the usual most economical way
would be to employ someone to be there that short period of time.
If these vehicles were going to run back and forth under these lines
for a long period of time, several years, it appears like this would be the
most economical way to raise the lines rather than to go into some other
method.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I don't think he really answered the
question right.
'fhe Court: All right.
[371]

*

*

*

Q Through your experience with the Federal Government, have
you had contact with the District of Columbia? A With the District
itself?

Q Yes. A No, I haven't, Mr. Cerick.
Q Are you in a position to tell us whether or not the Federal
Government's safety engineering knowledge is available to the District
of Columbia?
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I'm not sure why this is relevant. I certainly object to its relevancy.
{372]

The Court: See if he knows or not. Do you know?
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The Witness: Oh, yes. They can contact the Department of Labor
and get information or other agencies, Governmental agencies.
The Court: Could it come to you?
The Witness: Not very well directly unless they had a specific request of a personal nature.
Mr. Spence: This is not material. He has not alleged the District
of Columbia is negligent by doing this.
Mr. Cerick: We mentioned in opening statementThe Court: (Interposing) All right. What's your next question?

[374]

*

*

*

"When the !-beam was installed by you, was it then thought as stated
by Mr. Pruitt, page 87 of his deposition, that if the truck struck the
!-beam with its bed up, that the two back pins would be sheared off
causing the bed to come down?" The answer being, "Yes, among other
considerations."

*

*

*

Mr. Cerick: The first set of Interrogatories submitted to Vulcan
number 8, "On the day of the accident, state the difference in feet between the height of the power lines and the height of the !-beam." "On
the day of the accident, the difference between the heights of the power
lines and the !-beam was ten feet."
Number 6, "On the day of the accident, state how far in feet the
!-beam was from the power line poles nearby." The answer being, "On
the day of the accident, the !-beam was approximately eighty feet from
the power line poles nearby."

[408]

*

*

*

Frank Howard Pruitt,

*

*

*

Direct Examination
By Mr. Spence:
Q Sir, would you state your name and present address and occupation to the jury, please. A Frank Howard Pruitt. I live in Wood-
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bridge. And I'm self-employed in the materials business, sand and gravel primarily.

Q All right. Now, directing your attention to November 6, 1968,
Mr. Pruitt, by whom were you employed at that time, if anyone? A
Vulcan Materials.
Q What was your position with Vulcan Materials?
ant Superintendent of the Occoquan operation.

A Assist-

Q You were assigned to the operation there? A 1,hat's right.
Q Were you physically present at that operation on that date
that I mentioned, November 6, 1968? [409] A I was.

Q Now, directing your attention to that date, did anything unusual occur with regard say to Mr. Coleman, the gentleman sitting at
the table? A Yes, there did.

Q All right. Now, did you observe personally what occurred on
that date?

A

Yes. This truck-

Q (Interposing) Did you observe it? A I did observe it.
Q All right. Where were you when you observed that? A Approximately fifteen or twenty feet.

Q

Can you step to this Defendant's Exhibit No. 7, please, and
indicate to the jury where you were? A I was just about in this area
right here (indicating).

Q All right. Why don't you put your initials there where you
were at that time, if you will? A (Indicating).
Q All right. That's on Defendant's No.7.
What did you observe further at that time?

A

Well--

Q (Interposing) Did you observe Mr. Coleman's truck [410] at
that time then? A Yes, I did.
Q Did there come a time when you observed it come off of that
pile?

A

I did observe it come off the pile.

Q What if anything did you find to be unusual on that truck at
that time? A Well, the body was up in the air, the dump body was
raised.
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Q Now, can you tell us whether or not that was a usual or unusual circumstance? A Unusual.
Q All right.
What if anything did you do with regard to that? A I hollered
several times to try to get the driver's attention to get it down.

Q How far was he would you tell us from the time that you
hollered?

A Approximately fifteen or twenty feet.

* * *
[412]
Q Did there come a time when it struck the I-beam structure?
A Yes. I looked at it until it struck the !-beam structure.
Q

Followed it all the way down?

A By vision, yes.

Q All right. What did you do after that point in time? A I
jumped back in this pick-up and called this foreman to get in because
he saw it, too, and drove around behind the pile to keep from trying to
back out in the road and went around behind the pile and came out to
the point where it struck and didn't see the truck then.

Q You are saying that going around behind these piles you lost
sight of the truck after it had struck the I-beam? A Yes, because I
was behind the piles ten or twelve [413] feet.
Q What did you do after that?
[414]

*

*

*

The Witness: Yes. He was pointing and yelling too at the same
time.

*

*

*

Q Now, through his help, did there come a time when you found
out where the truck had gone?
The Court: What did you do next?
A I continued to go to the truck when I saw it and pulled up
beside the truck and we jumped out. The other man pulled the door
open, caught the steering wheel. The truck had started to roll back. I
jerked the door open on the other side and jumped in and pushed the
gearshift back in gear to keep it from rolling. And then I went and
called the rescue people.
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[415]

*

*

*

Cross Examination
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Were you in a pick-up?

A Yes, I was.

Q When your attention was first attracted to the truck coming
off the pile, were you behind the wheel of that [416] pick-up?
I was out of the pick-up.

A No.

Q You weren't in the pick-up? A I wasn't in the pick-up when
the truck came off the pile. I had gotten out.
Q Had you come up to this site from the main office down the hill
in your pick-up? A That's right.

Q What was your purpose in going up to the stockpile? A To
send a bulldozer that was working in the area to the pit, the quarry
part of the operation.
Q Andnoonewaswithyou? A No.
Q Let me refer to one of the exhibits, the plat.
Would you come over to the board here? Are you familiar with
this plat being something submitted by one of the defendants in this
case and it is in evidence? A I have not seen that.
Q Is the stockpiling area as shown here a fair and accurate representation of how it was on November 6, 1968 (indicating)? A Yes,
it is.

Q And you were where you initialled here, the mark [41 7] you
made here today (indicating)? A I tried.

Q Would you describe for the jury the route that you took? You
were loading the pick-up?

A That's right.

Q Would you describe for the jury the route that you took to get
where you said you were going? A When I came around here, I
came right around this pile and I came out across here, down the roadway here (indicating) .

Q What type of roadway is through there?
yard, a graded yard.

A Well, it is a

Q King of rough? A No, smooth, nothing rough.
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Q How fast were you going? A I wouldn't say.
Q You don't know? A At a time like that, ten, fifteen miles
an hour.

Q Okay. A There was other equipment working.
Q You stood here and watched the truck hit the beam (indicating)?

A That's right.

[418] Q Then you came through here at no greater than fifteen
miles per hour? A Not over ten.

Q Not over ten? A No. I wouldn't say for sure. I wasn't looking at the speedometer.
Q Then you jumped into this truck while it was still moving?
A It had started to move back. The truck had come down there and
come up to a point right there and had started to roll back.

Q It was still moving when you got there?
was moving back.
[419]

*

*

A That's right. It

*

Q Rolling backwards? A Rolling backwards.
Q Tell me how you got from this area (indicating) to down here
(indicating). A Yes, sir. Here is the road that is coming right around
here (indicating). This was a flat area right around here (indicating).
I came right around here (indicating). I hit this flat area right around
here and came right over here (indicating).

Q Then where did you go? [420] A We came on right over
here as quick as we could when we saw the truck (indicating).
Q And somebody jumped? A We both got out. The man that
had gotten in with me and myself both.

Q Where did the man get in with you? A At the pile before
I pulled off at the point that I started at where we saw it.
Q Well, the man that got in with you was the one who was yelling? A No. The man who was doing the yelling was the man who
was operating this pug mill up here (indicating).

Q He's not the one that got in the truck with you? A No, No.
He's not the man.
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Q I thought there wasn't anybody with you up here (indicating) ? A There wasn't anybody in the pick-up. There was several
men up there. This foreman was there. And I asked him what was
wrong with the tractor.

Q I didn't ask you that. Now, who was the man that jumped in
with you? A James Byrd.
Q Where was it he jumped in? [421] A Right at the corner
here where I marked. Right here (indicating). He was right in there.
Q Where had he been? A I do not know exactly but he was
right there.

Q Where did he come from? A I couldn't say. He was right
there checking on something going on. A piece of equipment was down
over here (indicating). They were trying to get it going. I couldn't say
exactly what position he was in. But when all this came about, I don't
know. He came from somewhere. And I said, "Get in. Let's go."

Q You didn't take off until you saw it hit? A No.

*

*

*

Will you agree that the point where Lonnie came off the pile is
not the end of the stockpile area? A No. The stockpile area continues around over here (indicating).

Q So, that the distance from where he pulled off the pile and
first turned onto this road could be less than this 402 feet which is shown
here. Would you agree to that? A No.

[422]

Q Don't look at your counsel now. A I'm not looking
at counsel now. No, I don't say that. I just said, just guessing, it was
a hundred yards better from that point.

Q That makes 300 feet. A I said a hundred yards or better.
The Court: All right. Take your seat.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q Do you remember when your deposition was taken?
I do.

A Yes,

Q Do you remember making a mark as to where you were at
the time something first attracted your attention?

A Yes.
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Q Where is that mark? A That's the area right there on the
plat.

Q Well, let's see. I wonder if you recall these questions being
asked.
Mr. Spence: I wonder if counsel might give me the page?
Mr. Cerick: Page 73.
"Where were you-if you indicate on this aerial map, where were
you just prior to it taking place? Answer: Let's see. This is the beam
here. I was right in this [423] area right here."
Juror #3: I can't hear.
By Mr. Cerick:
Q "Where were you-if you indicate on this aerial map, where
were you just prior to it taking place? Let's see. This is the beam here
(indicating). I was right in this area right here (indicating)." And
then Mr. Spence says, "Why don't you mark that with your initials
with number one there about where you were?" And the witness says,
"Well, number one here (indicating). Do you want to mark where I
was approximately, approximately where I was at? Mr. Spence: Yes."
And the witness says, "I was in this approximate area right in there (indicating). Mr. Spence: Would you mark that with your initials then
and put a number one beside it?"
Would you find that mark for it? A Right in this area right
here (indicating).

Q I ask you to find the mark. A Well, this is the mark right
here, isn't it (indicating)?

Q Isn't that the one you just made? A No. This mark was already there.
Q I can't decipher all these initials. I just want [424] to know
which mark. A That's the mark right here that I made and I
initialled awhile ago, meaning this area (indicating).

Q Where is the mark that you made when we took your deposition?

Q

A This is the mark right here (indicating).
Is that it?

Q All right.

A Yes, sir.
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Who was it you said that jumped in the vehicle with you?
James Byrd.

A

Q I understand there was some other equipment operating in the
area up there; is this correct?

A There was.

Q What was it? A There was a loader at the pile. And there
was a bulldozer sitting out in the road away from where this took place
on the-further on back, not toward the beam but back the other way
that was being worked on.
Q But the loader was being operated? A Yes.
Q And those loaders make a lot of noise? [4 25]

A
sarily. Well, they make noise, sure, but not excessive noise.

Q They don't go out on the road, do they?
off the road equipment.

A

Not neces-

Well, they are

Q They don't have mufflers? A Yes, they have mufflers.
Q They do? A Yes. Some of them don't. Some of them do.

Q Well, do you know whether this one did or didn't?
would not say.

A

I

Q Was it making a lot of noise? A I didn't hear any excess
noise.

Q I see.
Well, there's a lot of traffic in that area, isn't there, trucks coming
and going? A Well, yes. There is traffic in the area.

Q Have you told us about all the traffic that was in the area at
this particular time? A Traffic wasn't heavy in the area at that particular time.
Q It was cold that day, wasn't it?
of November.

A

Cold? Average cold, 1st

Q As Lonnie's truck pulled off, were you to the left [426] side
facing the front or to the right side? A If I had been facing the
front, I would have been to his left side. I mean it would have beenhis truck facing me-let's see. I was kind of at an angle to the truck this
way (indicating) because it straightened as it went on by. But I was
looking from the driver's side. I was on the driver's side.
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Q Do you think that you were as close as fifteen to twenty feet
from him? A I wasn't over twenty feet from him.

Q
Q
Q
Q

You say you yelled?

A I did several times.

When you did, did he tum your way?
Was his truck making noise?

A No, he did not.

A Ordinary dump truck noise.

Was the window up? A I could not tell. I do not recall
whether the window was up or down.

Q If he had heard you, he would have turned your way, wouldn't
he? A I couldn't say that. I do not know.
Q You were assistant superintendent for Vulcan [427] Materials
at the time? A That's right.
Q He had to respond to some extent to what you had to say, did
he not? A I don't know.

Q You didn't have any control over him? A I just don't know.
Q Would you extend your estimate of distance from the truck
when it pulled off as far as twenty-five feet?
standing?

A

From where I was

Q Yes, sir. A No, I would not.
Q Well, again turning to your deposition on page- A (Interposing) Not over twenty-five-I mean you said over twenty-five feet?

Q To as much as twenty-five. A I did not measure it. This is
visual observation, but not over twenty-five feet.
Q All right. Then I won't have to read this.
This other man, you don't know where he came from and where he
was when he hollered, if in fact he did; is that correct? A He was in
the general area. Exactly where he was [428] standing, I don't recall.
But he was in the area close enough when I went to holler, "Let's get
moving." And he was right there. And I said, "Get in. Let's go."
Q But you didn't take off until the truck hit the beam? A No,
I did not.
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Redirect Examination
By Mr. Spence:

*

*

*

Did you see any other automobiles coming up the road?
The Witness: I recall seeing an automobile at a glance like that
(indicating). But I was so concentrated on that truck, I do not recall
whether the lights blinked or [429] what. But there was an automobile
or a truck or an object coming around on the other side of the division
between the two places.
The Court: Did anything draw your attention to that truck?
The Witness: Yes, sir, when the body was up and he was increasing
speed.
The Court: No. Did anything unusual attract your attention to the
truck coming up the road?
The Witness: No, it did not.
[455]

*

*

*

The Court: Granted.

4.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I don't think that the evidence is sufficient to support the giving of Instruction Number 4. I think the more
proper law is based upon the factual situation as in Virginia Public
Service Company versus Carter. I have a photocopy of the case, 197
SE 155, I'd be happy to hand up to the Court. And in that caseThe Court: (Interposing) Are you going to argue intervening
cause?
Mr. Spence: I don't think, Your Honor, there was an intervening
cause here.
The Court: I don't think there is, either.
Mr. Cerick: Your Honor, you mentioned it yesterday, I thought,
when you were talking about negligence on the part of Campbell, their
employee, for not properly [456] maintaining these trucks. That being
as we argued in the opening statement a circumstance. But as another
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proximate cause which would contribute to cause the accident, it would
obviously not have to be the sole proximate cause. And I thought that
was part of the case Your Honor mentioned yesterday.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, the District of Columbia has no responsibility for the repair of these trucks.
Mr. Cerick: He might try to put it off on Campbell.
Mr. Spence: I don't think, your Honor, the intervening cause applies here at all. It is not that sort of situation.
Mr. Cerick: It is a combination of circumstances that I mentioned
on opening statement, the poor maintenance situation, not knowing
about it.
The Court: I think that's probably right, Mr. Spence. 4 is granted.
Mr. Spence: Note our objection, Your Honor.
The Court: 5.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I'm not sure what statute they are talking about here.
The Court: Do one of you have an instruction on [457] the requirements of the statute?
Mr. Spence: Yes, sir.
Mr. Cerick: We have one right here that was in effect at the time
which has not been changed, 40.55.
The Court: I forget what it is. Just tell me.
Mr. Cerick: All dangers from unsafe machinery, appliances, equipment and portions of any business establishment shall be protected by
adequate safety devices and the use of any machinery, appliances,
equipment and portions of a business establishment in a dangerous or
unsafe condition or not so protected is prohibited.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I think that statute is clearly aimed at
the person who owns the business and not someone who is operating
under a license. We have a duty to use due care to safeguard those who
come on there as invitees. I think that the statute does not apply. Violation of that duty would not be negligence on the part of the District of
Columbia.
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Mr. Cerick: I'd like to read the definition of a business establishment.
The Court: I am going to grant Number 5. I think you are both
relying on statutes.
Mr. Spence: Note our objection, Your Honor.
[458]

*

*

*

The Court: Granted.

7.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, if he's going to argue under this instruction that Campbell's negligence was an intervening causeThe Court: (Interposing) He is not going to argue that, I'll guarantee you. But he's afraid you are.
Mr. Spence: Well, I can tell you right now I'm not.
The Court: Well, you are entitled to.
Mr. Spence: Maybe we will. I might change my mind on that. It
seems to me that the last portion of this, the fact that other causes concur with the negligence of the defendant producing an injury does not
release such defendant from liability.
The Court: You've always got to have this instruction when you
have got two defendants. As just a happenstance, it could still be negligence on both of them. It doesn't have to be the negligence of both
contributing this.
[459] Mr. Spence: If Your Honor pleace, Vulcan is out. I don't
think the negligence of Vulcan can be imputed to the injury.
The Court: It doesn't have to be the sole proximate cause.
Mr. Spence: It doesn't say that, to my mind, Your Honor. It gives
them the right to say there is that dirty, rotten Vulcan. They are out
of this case but they were still negligent.
The Court: All right. 7 is granted.
Mr. Spence: Note our objection.
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[467]

*

*

*

The Court: Granted.

15.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I think first of all as far as Paragraph
Number 1 in Instruction 15, there is no allegation in the Motion for
Judgment that the premises were not in a reasonably safe condition for
the plaintiff. The only allegation as to our negligence was that weallowed it to remain. That same objection would go as to Number 2. Do
not allow the erection of unsafe structures on the premises. We allowed
it to remain but not to allow the erection. There is no allegation that
we had this duty.
Mr. Cerick: Well, I relied on 34.01, Richmond versus Grizard, 205
VA 298, and I'd like to look in my Pleading. If there is any problem
with the Pleading, I did notify Mr. Spence about a month ago that we
were relying on the statute in our mutual exchange of information.
[468] I move for an amendment if there is any problem with it whatsoever which, as I understand, it should be granted in the interests of
justice. I think we pretty well set out there in that Pleading that they
knew about the structure and that it was up and they permitted it to
remain.
The Court: I don't know whether you are talking to me or not.
If you are, I'm not hearing you.
Mr. Cerick: Well, I just finished saying that I think we were
very detailed in that Pleading, that they knew about it and they permitted it to be erected and had the power to take it down and didn't
do it.
The Court: I think that, too, could meet the objection, not to allow
the unsafe structures erected on the premises to remain. Do you have
any reaction to that, Mr. Cerick?
Mr. Cerick: That will be fine.
The Court: All right. What's your objection to it written that way?
I'm overruling your objection on Paragraph Number 1. What's your
objection to Number 2 which would read, "not to allow unsafe structures erected on the premises to remain."
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Mr. Spence: Well, I think you should strike out the "not," first of
all, Your Honor.
[469]

The Court: I get mixed up on that myself.

"Duty to exercise ordinary care." No. I think "not" has got to
stay in.
Mr. Spence: Of course, I think that goes right back to the statute,
Your Honor, frankly. We will go back to the statute sooner or later.
The Court: We might not. It will be the Court's ruling that the
District of Columbia had a duty to have its premises in a reasonably
safe condition and knowing of the erection of the thing, not to allow it
to remain if it was unsafe.
Mr. Spence: All right, sir. Note our objection, please.
The Court: 15 is granted as amended.
[481]

*

*

*

The Court: I.
Mr. Cerick: I'd like to see the statute and see if it applies to a
private line and the defendant wasn't maintaining an electric wire.
The Court: What's the statute?
Mr. Ragland: 45.1-75.
[482] Mr. Cerick: It wasn't the defendant whose wire it was. It
is his structure that was hit. The evidence is the truck wouldn't have hit
the wires, anyway, this truck. The only thing he would hit would be
the structure.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, they made a big deal about raising the
wires all through the testimony from the very first witness.
The Court: Do you want to see the statute?
Mr. Cerick: Yes, sir.
Well, this is referring, I suppose to public utilities. This defendant
was not operating a public utility. He didn't own the line. It was the
circumstance going over his premises, how it should apply, that imposed
upon these defendants the duty. The duty is imposed on somebody else.
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They shouldn't think that just because they had that particular wire
going over thatThe Court: (Interposing) Well, I'm not going to give the last part
of it, Mr. Spence.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I thinkThe Court: (Interposing) They may not find the defendant was
negligent by reason of that line being raised but I think they can find it
negligent by not raising it. They have got a statutory duty.
[483]

Mr. Cerick: But this has to do with-

Mr. Spence: (Interposing) It seems to me, Your Honor, if a person
were negligent, if he fulfills the duty, he should be held by exercising
ordinary care.
Mr. Cerick: Your Honor, this applies to a mine operator.
Mr. Spence: Or quarries.
Mr. Cerick: And this defendant isn't operating either one.
Mr. Spence: He is operating a quarry. Well, that's the argument I
made here, Your Honor. I will stick with that. We are not operating a
quarry. But if that's the statute which applies to persons who are not
operating the business, the statute ought to apply similarly. That, Your
Honor, should allow us to give the instruction. If you can give the other
instruction of the statute that someone is not operating his business but
merely offers his land up for that businessThe Court: (Interposing) Let's say it this way. The duty on Vulcan Materials Company to install and maintain electric lines at least

twenty feet above the driveway, that if Vulcan Materials maintained
that then they fulfilled the statutory duty, period.
[484]

Mr. Cerick: How is that going to read? The duty on-

The Court: (Interposing) Vulcan Materials.

Mr. Cerick: To maintainThe Court: (Interposing) Install and maintain. Well, they didn't
install.

Mr. Cerick: It's a line belonging to somebody else.
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The Court: I know it is. You are saying he had a duty to raise it.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I still say the last portion of that, that
the defendants were negligent, they cannot find that the defendants
were negligent by not raising it. I think that is supported by the case
Edwards versus Norfolk Southern Bus Company, if Your Honor please.
The Court: Oh, come on. You might have a fifty-five mile speed
limit and it might be gross negligence because it's over twenty. Just to
comply with the statute doesn't mean that you are free from negligence.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, in that case it says responsible to voluntarily assume and maintain these signals in that case imposes no higher
duty on a railroad company than the statute requires.
[485] The Court: I'm going to insert over the word "defendants"
in the first line, "Vulcan Materials" over "the," and in the fourth line
over the word "defendants" and insert "Vulcan Materials."
Mr. Spence: He has fulfilled, Your Honor?
The Court: And then the third from the bottom line where it says
"defendants," insert "Vulcan Materials."
Has fulfilled this duty, period. I'm going to strike out the rest of it.
Mr. Spence: Well, Your Honor, the portion that Your Honor is
striking is "find that the defendants were negligent by reason of the
lines not being raised higher than"The Court: (Interposing) Correct.
Mr. Cerick: That part is stricken.
The Court: That last two lines. Granted as amended.
Mr. Cerick: We will note our objection as amended.
Mr. Spence: Note ours, also, Your Honor.
[489]

*

*

*

K.
Mr. Cerick: Well, this is almost telling him to find for the defendant, it would seem, thinking that all of the circumstances of this case
would not put him within the realm of ordinary care. He's had about
three instructions on this. You wouldn't, it would appear, give us the one
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on momentary inattention or momentary forgetfulness. It doesn't seem
fair to give them this one. It seems that this can go to the jury just in
the general way that it's already been submitted by both sides~
It points out only part of the evidence. I don't think that Charlottesville v. Jones case is a case that speaks about momentary inattention where the fellow knew about the danger of a bridge being left open.
The guardrail was missing at night. And that case talks rather strongly
of momentary inattention. He's using that case which we thought is
favorable to us here.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I think that the jury can find either the
defendant did not know that his bed [490] tended to malfunction or
they can find, if they believe Mr. Kyle and perhaps the plaintiff's deposition, that he did in fact know. The other inference then is perhaps
that during the period of time, he forgot. If he did know it, he forgot it.
I think this tells the jury what the law is if a person through inattention
forgets.
Mr. Cerick: Take the case of a workman operating a machine. He
knows that the blades are sharp. But every once in awhile they have an
accident. People recover for that because there are not adquate safeguards. So I don't think that this should be singled out.
Mr. Spence: They already have an instruction, Your Honor, I
think, relative to safeguards and safe business facilities and so forth.
So I think this is the other side of that coin.
The Court: What object is there to singling out these things? K
is refused.

L.
Mr. Cerick: We've already got a definition of proximate cause in.
This is just another duplicate finding instruction.
The Court: Where is the other definition?
Mr. Cerick: One of our first ones.
[491]

The Court: Where?

Mr. Cerick: It's already been granted.
The Court: Proximate cause, Number 7.
Mr. Cerick: This doesn't state the facts fairly at all.
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Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I think it fairly states the facts of the
case. I think it fairly states the law of the case, also.
Mr. Cerick: It's going back to what we already talked about. I've
never seen that.
Mr. Spence: It's right in the case, Your Honor. I put it in there
right out of the case.
Mr. Cerick: They are talking about some law but not a jury instruction.
The Court: I think this has already been covered. L is refused.
Mr. Spence: Your Honor, I would also amend K for the Court's
consideration at this time.
Mr. Cerick: Which one is that?
Mr. Spence: K, amended K.
The Court: How does it read?
Mr. Spence: And that such failure to respond was a proximate
cause of the bed striking the I-beam.
[492] Mr. Cerick: Well, that overlooks the fact that there could
be more than one proximate cause of an accident. We are back to the
Jones case again. We've each had several instructions on what is contributory negligence. This is just singling out one part of the evidence.
The Court: Yes. I will refuse that.
Mr. Spence: Will Your Honor note our objection. And also, Your
Honor, note our objection to the refusal of L, please.

*

*

*

Mr. Cerick: Could I just for the record-we've got a few instructions on wanton negligence-just make reference that we entered
these. I know Your Honor has stricken that count.
Mr. Spence: All right.
The Court: Well, just make your statement and I will refuse it.
Tender Instruction Number and begin with 24.
Mr. Cerick: Instruction Number 24, definition of-
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The Court: (Interposing) Through what?
Mr. Cerick: Through 26.
The Court: The instructions on the question of .[493] wanton
negligence to the jury are denied and he notes his exception on the
grounds stated yesterday in his argument that the question of wanton
negligence should be submitted to the jury.
Mr. Cerick: There is one other matter, Your Honor. Could we
proffer that transcription that came in yesterday and object to that just
for the record?
The Court: I don't remember what it was.
Mr. Cerick: .That thing we handed to you just before lunch yesterday, a copy of a statement and object to not being able to use this
for the record. Remember the argument we had?
The Court: Is that iri the file?
Mr. Cerick: I don't think it is.
The Court: Well, you've got to get it in if you want to have it in
the record.
Mr. Cerick: Well, I handed Your Honor a copy of it.
The Court: No. I don't have a copy of it. You tendered it and I
ruled that it was not admissible at that time, that evidence of bribes or
threats are admissible to show the fraudulence of the claim or the defense. Since no defense had been offered by the defendant Vulcan, this
[494] transcript was not admissible at that time and I would reconsider
it at the close of Vulcan's case.
Mr. Cerick: My point was, Your Honor, that as I mentioned
earlier, this particular defendant, Vulcan, which is now out of the case,
indemnifies the other and they are the real part and interest and they
had a real interest in doing what they did. I can find a copy of that
statement, which I see no need to go over again. I'd like to formally
tender it.
The Court: All right.

*

*

*

